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Decision 88-03-041 March 9, 1988 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSIO~ OF THE STATE OF CALlFO~~A 

Order Instituting Investigation 
on the Commission's motion into 
implementing a rate design for 
unbundled gas utility services ' 
consistent with policies adopted 
in Deeision 86-03-057. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

~----------~--~-------~------------- ) 

And Related Matters. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

---------------) 

:I:.8:6-06-00S. 
(Filed June S; 1986) 

R.86-06-006 
(Filed June 5, 1986) 

Applieation 87-01-033 
(Filed January 20" 1987) 

Application 87-01-037 
(Filed January 27, 1987) 

Application 87-04-040 
(Filed April 20',. 1987)' 

On Dece~er 9,' 1987~ the Commission issued Decision 
(D.) 87-12-039.. Th.is decision established.rate.s to' implement the 
policy decisions which 'the Commission had made in Dece%llber198.6,: in 
D. 86-l2-009 and 86-12:-0l0, concerning: natural qas. rate'requlation 
in California... Applications' for rehearinq were filed by four' 
parties: Haclson Gas: .Systems (Hadson), california Edison Company 
(Edison), california Department of, General. Services (DeS),.. and 
California Manufacturers Association (CMA).. Re.sponses to,tbese. 
applications were tiled by the Commission "$ Division' of Ratepayer!' 

, 1 

Advocates (ORA), Southern California Gas Company, (SOcal)'" Toward:· , " 
Utility Rate Normalization ('l'ORN) ,and Pacific Gas Md 'Elec:trie:.' 
Company (PG&EJ. In· ac:ldition,., the following, parties. tiled petitions,' 
for mod.ification of D.87~12-03.9: SoCal (two. separate petitions)~' .,' 

.. 1,' 

PG&.E, San Diego. Gas &, Electric ,Company, DGS,' City of Palo, Alto., " 
city ot Long-Beach, TURN"ca.lifornia' Hot'el and Motel Association;" 
and. Hadson. Nuxnerousresponses to. the .. petitionstormodifi'cation 
were filed,. and several parties filed responses. to. the responses~ 
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We have considered each and every allegation raised in 
the applications for rehearing and the responses theret~, and are 
ot the view that sufticient grounds tor granting rehearing have not 
been shown. However, our turther review has indicated that we 
should clarify and modify our decision in several respects. We 
will indicate these changes as we discuss the allegations raised by 
the various parties. We will als~ deal in this order with several 
of the petitions for :modification which have been filed: the 
remainder of the petitions. tor lnoclitication will be" resolved in a 
future order .. 

APplications tor ReheAring •. 

Hadson. Hadson first arques that the core-elect price 
adopted by the conunission :in 0.87-12-039 is unjust, unreasonable~ 
and discriminatory, inviolatio,n of P.t1. Code Sections, 4~:t and 4~3. 
This is because the Commission, has failed to, consider what costs 
are gas costs in der:tvinq the core WACOc;., and has arbitrarily 
excluded gathering and transportation costs from. the calculation. 
The resulting core-elect gas'price,is not representative ot a 
competitive market price. 

For example"the Commission has excluded gathering CO$tS:~ 
from the cost of California gas in deriving PG&E's core~leet 
price. Those 9atherinl~J' costs are allocated to- the transmission,' 
rates of all customers. But, Hadson argues r the only way that 

" ,~ J 

noncore customers get the benefit of this is by electing: into the 
core. Those who don't make such an election but buy"gas 
independently m.ust pay gathering' charges twice: as a pass-th,rou9'h, 
charge trom their broker/supplier, and in .the transmission charge, 
assessed by PG&E. Hadson sim;[larly' obj.ects to the exclusion ,from: 
core procurement prices of pipeline transport eharqes for canadian: 

. ' . . , .' 

gas: gathering and/or transport charges for El Paso and Rocky 
Mountain gas: and pipeline d.emand charges. for PI'.t'COvolumes, which 
volUl'l\es a~e all assigned.' to the' core'. Hadson finally challenges ' 
the CO:mJnission's conelusion that SoCal's. california gas-cos.tis 

• Nexeessive,N thus. justifying $13. .. 7 million in transition costs. 
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Hao.son claims this gas cost is a result of a border pricing 
formula; if it is excessive, other supplies must be also. 

Hadson contends that in setting up cost allocation such 
that all customers, including those who buy gas from independent 
sources, have to pay for the gas ·utilities' substantial acquisition 
and marketing costs, the commission is not only unduly 
discriminating against noncore customers who don't become core
elect, but is also condoning potentially serious antlcompetitive 
eonsequences, i.e., the risk that competition among sellers to end 
users will be destroyed. Hadson alleges that NOrthern Callfprnia 
Power Ageney y. PQC' (1971) S C.3d 370 ~), holds that the 
Commission cannot lawfully implement its proqr~ without 
considering and making findings and conclusions on such 
anti competitive effects. 

PG&:E, Socal, and 'rTJRN. correctlyarque that the issues 
Hadson raises should have. been raised in response. to the 
Commission's Oecember 19S·6.decisions,which, effectively determined ' . 
cost allocation.1 These'decision~have' long since. become final. 
Hadson's arguments, whiCh in effect advocate revisiting of the 
Commission's cost allocation c1eterminations, will be denied. In 
taking this action~ however, we will review and expand upon some of·, 
the underpinnings tor the allocation' determinations we made in 
1986. 

As a general proposition, we concluded that all present. 
customers, regardless of the services they choose, receive 
substantial benefit from' the tact. that a local 4istribution' company' 
has developed to the extent it has ;today. The utilities' 
structural and contractual relationships develope4' the way they ctid 
because the utilities' procured gas for all customers. Moreover, .. 

1 See, e.g., D.86-12-009 at 32, 5-3 (core-elect proc::urcent 
charge to include only co:nmiodity ,'sas, costs: portion of,interstate 
pipeline 4emand charges to :be. allocated to- noncore customers;: 
default noncoretransmission' rate " to-be the same regardless of 
procurement option, chosen by. ,the customer) ,andD.86-12~OlO:.at 102-:: 
103 (allocation o~ PITCO commodity gas costs and Pan Alberta. 
pipeline dexuand charges.) , 

- 3 -
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today's low priority customers are still deriving benefits from the 
system, even though these benefits may exceed their present needs. 
It logically follows that all customers should continue to pay the' 
unavoidable costs still being incurred as a result of the evolutien 
ot the utility structure, at least during the transition to 
reduction of excess capacity and configuration of the industry such 
that all customers can choose just what level of service they 
desire and be allocated costs accordingly. 

We concluded that "unavoidable 'common costs' associated 
with the transition to a more competitive market and not directly, 
assignable to any particular customer class" Should be spread 
equitably to both procurement and· .tran~'mission-only customers. 
0.86-12-010 at 9&. One of the classes of fixed costs. to be treated 

. . , " 

in this way was fixed pipelinedelnanQ costs,. which were incux-x:edto 
bring gas into the system to providebas.ic service and peak 
reliability. We also specifically found thatPI'I'CO costs should be' 

" , 

tr,ea.ted",,,simUarly,· to-,other~pipeline demand, costs. SUCh,treatment 
, , 

wouldl:>e easier to implelnent,..andmight increase usage and' 
corresponding revenues from the noncore class. . Moreover,' because 
the allocation of theseeharges fairly even;y between coreanc1 
noncore markets reflected the current' excess capacity situation, 'we , . 
cUd not feel that much. coulCl be gained,. in this interim period:,. by: 
examining one specitic demand charge" e.g., PI'I'CO" to see .how much:, ' 
it exceeded current . market value. Isis. at 102;'103. 

We similarly determined that during this interim period, 
Calitornia gas gathering costs. should be spread equally to· all 
customers through inclusion of those 'costs in the transmission 
rate. We most recently set forth'our reasons'torth1s treatment, 
as we'll as atfirming it, in D .. 81:"0~069. ' In that decision we 
recoqnized,however, that, our current treatm~nt of gathering costs 
:may not be fully consistent with our new unbundled rate'structure, 
and called for, further study of this issue .. We directed.ourstatt 
to report to us on the scope of the ~ssues' involved in unbundling , 
and deaveraging the costs of the 'gathering·, systems of the major gas 
utilities,. which we will. use as the basis tor turther evaluation Of: . 

- 4-
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the issue of recovery of gathering costs. 0.87-05-069 at 76-77, 
Ordering Paragraph 6. 

We note, in addition to the above, that transmission-only 
customers may still experience direct benefits from the above 
classes of costs. For example, should their independently-procured 
gas supply become unavailable,. they can return t~ the utility for 
gas. For all of the reasons stated,. we reaffirm our treatment of 
pipeline demand costs and gas gathering cost~. 

Hadson secondly argues that the Commission's adopted 
progrAm gives the utilities an unfair marketing advantage,. to. the 
extent they have the exclusive useo! intormation on,customer 
characteristics that would" be valuable to anyone intending to 
market gas to noncore custo~ers. Moreover, Hadson claims they a:re : 
in a position to unfairly tie their transmission monop~y to. coro
election, both because of 'the price factors, discussed above, and 
because they can negotiate discounted transmission rates only for 
those customers who elect' into-the core. 

on the use of information, PG&E responds that a stmilar 
argument involving 'the use' of customer lists was rejected" by the ",., 
9th Circuit' in a· 198'& decision (Catl in v. Wash in;rton Energy Cs>. 
(9th Cir.,. 1986) 79'1 F2d 1343', 1348) ;SoCal and TtTRN concur, and 
add that the fact-that utilities have proprietary lists of their 
own customers will be no, impediment to the' ability of end USe 
customers to explore their procurement 'options with independent gas 
suppliers, including Hadson. 

In the ~tlin ease, the court held that the exclusive use ~ 

by the merchandising division ofa local, gas distribution utility 
of the utility's. customer list to market certain ener9Y'savin~, 
devices was. not an unlawful abuse of monopoly power,' under either' 
the federal antitrust laws or, public' utility statutes. of the State 
of washin9ton.' It was r rather, a benefit of size and:business 
integration. Certainly here,. a stml.lar conclusion- must be drawn. 
Hadsonbas not shown that th~ gaS: utilities.'will make ,use of any 
exclusive cus.tomer information that they possess in an 

• antieompetitive or unreasonably discrilllinatory way .. 
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We similarly tind no merit to Hadson's preterential 
discount argument. First, we specifically caution against such a 
practice at paqe 7 ot 0.87-12-039. Second, SoCal makes several 
point~ concerninq interstate pipeline demand charges, and 
interstate transportation charges in eonnection with purchase of 
spot supplies, which run directly counter to any argument that 
SoCal has any competitive cost advantage over independent 
broker/suppliers in selling gas to noneore customers. At the ve~ , 
least,. these aX'CJUlIlents east doubt on Hadson's position. Third, we 
consider it extremely unlikely that the gas utilities have suCh an 
incentive in the context ot the commission's program, where the 
utilities collect margin n2t through gas sales but through 
transmission ot gas~ While they have other incentives tor 
discounting, ensuring gas sales does not appear to ~. one of them.' 

Finally, the responding parties correctly point out, ana·!, . 
. ,'/ 

we reiterate,. that 'the Commissi,on's program is still in the early 
stages ot aeregulating the procurement function. Compared, to
several years ago~ enormous proqress has been made' ,in opening. up.' 
the 'california procurement market to, 'independent :broker/suppliers 
such as Hadson. Moreover,. while costalloeation has-been resolved!' 
in terms of initial implementation of the program; it will 
certainly be reexamined in the future,., after some experience has 
been gained under the rates set by 0.8."'-12-039. 

EdisOO- Edison contends that the Commission, in D.87-~2~ 
039, contravened -fundamental notions ot' fairness and dueproeess' 

• '. ' I 

:by lnodifyinq the stipulation signed :by Socal", PG&E,. SDG&'E,. DRA: 
(then PSO) and 'l'O'RN in, October ~986, (-Stipulation ror'l'ransition 
Period in. Natural ~s Regulatory Procedure·)' to provide' that 
sOCA1's. first reallocation filing will be nO: sooner t:l:lat. March lS~ 
1989. Edison argues. that had' it hadnotiee that the commission 
intended. to ~ke, this :modification, it would have 'vigorously ", 
protested, on the grounds that, the . rates. which will be in effect, 
from May 1" 1988 to, June 30', 1989 will be totally out4ated and 
inappropriate. Edison cla1lnsthe Commission is bound:by ~.u'. Code' 

• 
Section 1708 (mistakenly cl.ted by Edison. as 170$), to have bearinqs. ' : 
betore :modifying' a deCision (0.86-12-0,1.0 approved. the stipulation" ' , 

, .. ; " 
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in its entirety~ thus wmodificationH ot it now constitutes a 
modification of that decision as well). Edison finally argues that 
ORA and TURN, in advocating the change the conunission made, have 
violated the terms ot the stipulation because they did not meet 
with the other siqnatories before seeking the modification. 

issue. 
Edison's arguments are completely misplaced on this 

ORA's response puts it cogently: 

HThe Stipulation simply does not provide tor 
a Socal cost allocation in the Spring of 
~98.a • ..... When this portion of the 
stipulation [relating to soCal's cost 
allocation filing being due no. later than 
March 15 of each year) is read in conjunction 
with the other provis.ions., the only. logical 
conclusion is that' the first annual cost 
allocation was" intended to occur otter the 
new rates set by the' implementation clecision 
took erfect.. Since the new rates·· don "t take 
effect until' May 1988, both TORN and ORA . 
recomme.nded,.that.the:~::Commission: clarify' that ' 
Socal's first annual cost allocation occur in 
the spring of 1989".H 

ORA Response to Apps/Rhg at 7. 
DRA goes on to cite specific paragraphs of the 

stipulation which support its and TORN"s position. SoCal's and 
TORN's responses are basically.in agreement with ORA.. 

We will modify the decision to, clarify that the 
stipulation is not being modified, but, merely being logically 
interpreted. 

Edison secondly argues that by changing the cost 
allocation schedule,. the,'OEG rates adopted in 0 .. 87-12'-039 will be 

unlawful and unreasonable because they will be based not on the 
W))est forecast available" as required by the stipulation, but. on an 
outdated OEG sales forecast. As such, .Eclison clailns these rates 
will overly burden electric ratepayers' and, are likely to-result in::. 
SoCal's uneollectingmar9'in .!rom,its 'OEG customers .. 

We agree with· ORA that Edison's cl~t.im. has. no- merit. oRA.: 
argue$ tha.t the' ":best forecast, availal>le~ language refers. to the.' 
subsequent cost" allocation' proceedings and "'not the implementation 

- 7 -
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decision establishing initial rates. ORA further pOints out that 
the adopted forecast" which Edison supported, was based on the best 
estimates then available, and is generally consistent with the 
adopted rates .. 

As ORA. points out, the regulatory process is by its 
nature relatively slow. It can always be arqued that the tore cast 
used to adopt rates is a stale one. The fact that Edison has now 
generated a newer forecast does. not, in the absence of a sbowinS "of 
evidentiary defect~ in the prior forecast, warrant a finding that 
the adopted rates are unreasonable. In addition, Edison"s newer 
forecast is not part ot the record and has not been subj ected to" 
cross ex~ination. 

Finally, we note that in the not-too-distant p,ast, we set,' 
future rates based on the results of an historical test year. sueli' 
rates have never ~en fO,und to be unlawful on that basis., 

~. CMA alleges legal error concerning three aspects ot 
the del1\and charge provisions,' contained in D.S7-1.2:"039. CMAfirst 
argues that customers who cease taking service before the 
iltIp1ementation date must only be ,liable tor existing Qel'lland ~rges 
rather than Qelnand charges under the new program., in order that, 
those customers have some bargaining leverage.' We believe CMA.'s "I 

position reflects the intent of the decision, and we will clarify,,, 
it accordingly. 

CMA. secondly arques that even if a customer has been 
buying gas under a rate schedule containing a demand eharse and, 
continu'as .. to buy gas as a default customer after the new rate 

-, ....... "-.... , . 

Qesiqn, is "ilUplemented, the customer's use prior to- the' effective 
d.ate of the new rate Qesiqn.should'notbe used· to calculate the,new 
demand charges. CMA states: ""In',short" ,CMAbelieves that the ' 
position expressed in 0.87-01-044' and reiterated in 0.87-l2'-039 is: 
wrong.'" CMA: App. at 4.. PG&E supports CMA's position, but points 
out that such a modification would:· require a rec:a'leulationof rat~s ' 
and billinqdeterminants. SOCA1,:ORA; and. 'I"tmN' at'9Ue agains:t,tbis :':' , ... 
as being simply a rehash of . arguments CMA .has made, numerous tilnes':, 
before; they also point out that the'delnand charge strueture was' . 

- 8 
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clearly set forth in 0.85-12-009, and that as such, CMA had 
adequate notice of how it was to work. 2 

We agree that we have seen and rejected CMA'5 argument on 
this point before, and we do so again. 

CMA.' s third concern is over the one-year ratchet . 
provision for demand charges. CMA admits to previously expressing 
its view and sponsoring' testimony supporting it~ position that the . 

one-year ratchet "will cause many default customers. either to 
minimize their gas usage or to· leave the system entirely." ~ 
App. at 6-7. This is apparently because' of haras~ips which will' be 

suffered' by those default. customers who experience significant 
swings in usage, and subsequently, very high' or. low bills for: 
periods of up to a year. CMA recommends that we resolve' this, 
concern, as well as the two discussed· above, by allowinqall 
customers to establish "reasonablecontractdemands for purposes·of 
administering demand: charges." CMA App. at 7. Such could be· .. 

establ:-ished. seasonal·ly or', 'annually,. ana:· ratcheting . eouldbe .' 
required "only if the customer's monthly usage consistently exceedS. 
the contractually established demand quantity."·.I£~ If the 
Commission aoes not want to adopt this approach, it should subject: 
de~ault customers .to the new' demand charges only to the extent-that . 
they take gas on or after the effectiveda.te of the new rate' 

. '. 

design. 
We will deny CHA.' scontract demand proposal.. This is a ': 

proper subject torutility/eustomer negotiations. 
~. DGS~ a state agency as well as a cogenerator, 

raises three issues concerninq the adopted cogeneration rates •. 

2 CMA. also asserts, without argument or authority, that using. a :, 
customer's past usage as a basis ~or calculating a·tuture demand 
charqe'would constitute retroactive ratemakin9.· ORA eorrectly 
refutes this arqu:ment. Whilethemethociused to: calculate the· rate 
relies on historiC41usaqe ,the rate' is set prospectively to' .• 
recover a portion of the utility'S revenue requirementdurinqthe: . 
period the rates are in etfect"and:.does not', in any way attempt" to' 
recover utility costs incurred during.' a prior period •. ' ;:.' 

- 9 -
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DeS first argues that the adopted procurement rate for 
core cogenerators violates Section 454.4 ~cause it does not insure 
that cogenerators receive a rate equal to or less than the rate 
charged the UEG class for gas used t~ generate electricity.~ 

The decision establishes a *true-up* mechanism which 
ensures that both core and noncore cogenerators pay a transmissiOD 
rate which is no higher than the transmission ratepaia by UEG 
cus'tomers. However, no such mechanism is adopted for procurement 
rates. Rather, the decision provides that core coqenerators will 
pay the salIle price for gas as UEG customers electing into the 'core • 
portfolio, and'noncore coqenerators (who qualify tor noncore status. 
like any other customer) will pay the same noncore portfolio- price, 
as non core OEG customers who, als~ buy from the utility's noncore 
portfolio. DeS argues that core cogenerators will be denied the 
rate parity guaranteed by the statute if the utility tromwhom they 
buy gas elects noncore' service" because they cannot buy gas at the', 
lowernoncore rate • 

'l'UR."f's cursory response appears to, agree with 005. Due 
to a misreading of the decision, PG&E argues that' OGS' argument is:' 
moot. 

ORA- argues, on the . other hand, that ,the statute requires, 
only the treatment afforded by the decision. It the Commission ' 
were to adopt DGS' position, it would i~effeet be telling SOCal 
that when Edison elects service from .the' noncor~ . portfolio, SoCaJ.,. 
must charge no, more to., its coqenerators than the, noncore' price.' 
'l'he decision itself implies that this is no longer pos~il>le now 
that the, procurement aspect of gas service has been deregulated. 
DRA argues further. that the, tact that. 'OEG'customers have the option 
ot electing in and out ot the core does not mean that the 

3 Seetion 454.4 provides, in relevant part: 

*The Commission· shall establish"" rates tor qas which is , 
utilized in cogeneration teeh.nology proj'ectsnot higher than 
the rates established tor·qas utilized, as,' a fuel by .,.an: ' 
electric plant 'in the generation·ot electricity .. .; .... '" 

-10 -
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commission must create this same flexibility for all cogeneration 
customers, regardless of their ability t~ qualify for noncore 
status. The decision has allowed a parity rate for parity service~ 
i.e., those OEG customers wanting the price and supply security of, 
core election will opt for core procurement service at the same 
procurement rate paid by core cogenerators. 

We affirm the approach' we adopted in D.87-12-03,9. This 
approach assumes that the statute allows us the flexipility t~ take 
into account the. distinction we have established between core and ' 
noncore customers, and.tbe way that distinction translates into. 
procurement options and accompanying procurement rates. In our 
view, it is not relevant that many if not most cogenerators will be 
un~le to buy gas from the gas utilityat'as low a price as their 
OEG utility can, due to the. factthat*core* cogenerators cannot 
:become noncore customers for gas procurement. What is important is 
that they be given the same core . portfolio- price as core OEG 
customers·' if they' are· core' 'cogenerators, and," the same· noncore 
portfolio price as noncore OEGs i~ they are noncore cogenerato~s. ' 

We rej.ect OGS' view that the. statute d~snot allow :. ' 
consideration of the core-noncore' distinction" and that no. matter 
what we de in other areaso.! gas ~egulation," we ·are locked into. 
o.ffering to. .All. ,cogenerators the l0'lM'est rate that is available to. :ia 
OEG customer when buying qas from a qas utility. We do. not believe 
that the Legislature intended to. place that restriction on our 
regulatory authority:. 4 

4 DGSmakes the subsidiary ar~ent that the Commission also. " 

.,' . 

vio.latessection 454.4 by equat1ng 'O'EC: core usage with the rate· 
used by UEGcustomers to. generate electricity, :because UEG core '. · 
usage only involves. the' use of igniter fUel "';'-. which. d~sn't 
generateeleetricity but only liqhts.pilotliqhts".. DRA and socal i 

. 

both challenge what they consider "a narrow d.efinition.of·iqniter 
fuel. They argue that, without ',igniter fuel,. there is.. no. .' 
qenerationof eleetricityrthus charging" both core cogenerators. 
and 'O'EG. customers the procurement· rate ":for 'core velUllles,i§. rate' 
parity, reqardless of what point in the qenerationprocess the' 
gas is being used.. We agree with DRA and Socal. ,. . 

- 11 -.' 
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DeS secondly argues that section 454.4 requires 
specification by the OEG utility O'f the percentage O'f gas purChased 
from cO're and non core PO'rtfolios and delivered via selt
procurement~ early enough to, allow cogenerators to' select the same 
O'ption. 'otherwise, DGS arques, coqeneratO'rs have nO' O'Pportunity to' 
O'btain the parity rates mandated by the statute. DeS alsO' clafms 
that the average self-procurement, price should"be disclO'sed, to' 
permit parity rates and to' avO'id *negative arbitrage* in avO'ided 
CO'st/purchased gas CO'st prices. DGS argues that failure t~ re~ire 
such notice from the utilities is unlawful not' only because of the 
Section 454.4 problem, but because the Commission has failed to 
consider the anticompetitive aspects O'f allowing the utilities to' 
elect procurement options win secret,* which is required'by~, 
supra. 

DRA. favors the' OEG notice ~ arguing ,that unless noncore 
cogeneratorsare given some advance notice O'f the. total OEG 

procurement package, they may well :not~,be- able, to', match the 'O'Ee;. 

cost O'f gas. DRA recommends. that at a minimum, notice should' be 
given at the tilne that tJEG customers change their procurement 
options. Rather than require lengthy advance notice, which would 
not allow OEG customers to', respond quickly to- changing market 
conditions, perhaps'the Commission could build· a laqinto the 
avO'ided gas costs used to' set' QF pay.ments~ But DRA, does. not , ' 
advocate deciding this, question noW'; , rather, there is no, evidence',,: 
that a short lag will hurt cogeneration customers ~ especially if 
they tollow a least cos.t purchasing strategy-

We will adoptDRA.'s recommendation' tor 'O'EG notice. We 
will modify the, decision to require notice to-be given to' 
coqenerators by the UEG utility, immediately after it determines 
its procurement percentages. Such notice should' include the 
average self,-procurement price-:-

DGSfinally argues that ,the gas utilities.' expressed 
intention O'f treating cogeneration tacilities. with'standby bO'ilers: 
as two, ,customers (presumably because- such. customers have· ~<> gas . 
meters.) tor purpO'ses O'f customer and demand charges. will eO'nsti tute: 

, " I 

the impositiO'n,O'f unjust, unreasonable. and discriminatO'ry rates.'. 
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This is because "(iJn general (except for supplemental firing in 
excess of cogeneration production), only one use of the gas would 
ever occur at anyone time.* DeS App. at 9. 

PG&E and DRA dispute this charge. PG&E argues that 
cogeneration facilities· with separately ~etered standby boilers 
involve two sets of customer-related facilities and services, thus 
tw~ charges are appropriate. ORA appears t~ agree, arguing that 
the commission's adopted rate desiqn, Dased on a customer's 
assignable system cost responsibility on a per-meter basis, cannot ' 
assess system effects of multiple gas uses at a single location. 

SOCal and TORN, however, believe that DGS' position has 
merit in those cases where the standby boiler system only operates, 
to the extent that the cogeneration system is not operating. 

We will adopt the SOCal/TORN position as the more 
equi taDle one. We ,will require the gas utilities to. treat 
cogeneration facilities· with standby boilers as one customer for 
purposes of assessinq_ customer..,.ancl' "demand:." charges,..· providing the 
cogeneration customer has signed an affidavit" to. the effect-that 
its boiler system only operates when the cogeneration system is not' 
operating. 
Petitipns tor Modification. 

soca1'5 Second Petition tor XQS2itigtion. On FeDruary 
16, 1988, SoCal filed a second petition tor modification of 0 .. , 86-

'. 12-009 and 0-.87-12-039. soci.l asks us to require that wholesale 
customers obtain gas for their core customers from the core 
portfolio of their serving utility. ,SoCal also requests 'that OEG, 
customers be required topurcnase ,their Tier I volUl!1es from the' 
core portfolio.' socal, would be- satisfied·i:f these requirements 

-were instituted on a temporary basis, pend1ngthe'outcome of 
further hearings t~ d.eter.mine if they should be made permanent. 

" So cal asserts. that" absent the imposi tioD Of" these 
requirel!lents, there will be ~ significant negative impact on, 
SoCal's remaining core customers, without any of~setting ~e!its 

, , 

for wholesale and UEG- customers. Socal notes that wholesale core 
ana Tier I 'O'EG requirements, in an average year, approach 300 , ," 
MMefd. The addition of this load to- the core portfolio woulCtallow 

- 13 -
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SoCal to include additional volumes of 4iscretion~ry purchases in 
the core portfolio. SOCal asserts that these purchases would 
likely be at prices ~elow the pre-existinq core WACOG, and thus 
would reduce the core WACOG, to the benefit of all core customers. 
SoCal also notes tb~t with a larger core portfolio, if it purchased 
additional supplies from El Paso ana Transwestern, the per unit 
cost of gas from these pipelines would fall, and Socal's exposure 
to take-or-pay costs passed through ~y the pipelines would., likely 
decline. $oCa1 says that it is unclear whether take-or-pay costs ' 
accrued and: billed after May 1, 1988', will.»8 spread equally among., 
all utility customers, or levied on just core customers~ thus, 
increased take-or-pay costs could fallon just core customers. 
Finally, SoCal believes that asa practical matter it retains the 
obligation to serve wholes.ale core andUEG'l'ier. I load.. 'rhus, even 
if wholesale and UEG customers have procurement flexibility for 
this load, Socal plans to incur additional costs in order to. 
"backstopH these loads.. Soca~ submits that' these extra ,costs can 
be avoided by requiring core procurement for these loads. 

SoCalsees no positive benefits from allowing wholesale :: 
and UEG customers procurement flexibility for thes,e loads,:. which I 

Socal points out are fundamentally~coreN in nature -- i.e. there, I 

are no feasible alternatives to usiZlg gas. socal has provided. the' 
utility {public service fun~tion ofproeurinq gas for these loadS' 
for :many years,. and. sees no evidenee. that wholesale cust.omersor'" 
the electric utilities would do, a better job at that task. ·In 
addition, Socal argues that such a shitt' in responsibilities would. 
not produce any more competition than currently exists in 
California's restructured qa$ industry. 

We have . considered, Socal.'s request carefullY.r and have 
found nothing 1II0re in it than a very 1. ate attempt to stem a. tide.:: " . 
that is already running at full. floOd.. First, implicit, in socal'1s 
request. is an assumption that its wholesale and eleetric utility 
customers :might not recognize their own new public service 
responsibil i ties. We disagree·. stronglr with Socal.' s . assertion that ..... 

the change in socal "s obligation to s.erve.-' which aeeompanies. our new 
pr09ra:m is :merely a change 'in th.o~, with l1:ttle prac:tic."l 

- 14- -
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import. In tact, the wholesale customers and the electric 
utilities will now have important new public service 
responsi~ilities in their purchases of gas for wcoreN needs. We 
think that SoCal should recognize that SDG&E and Southern 
california Edison, and the municipal utilities, are fully as 
accountable for the efficient discharge of their public service 
responsibilities as is SoC41. SDG&E anc1 SeE must justify to- this. 
commission the reasonableness of their gas purchase$, including the' 
purchases of independent supplies to meet core loads. We doul:>t 
strongly, for exaltlple, that SDG&E is ready at this time to rely'on 
spot gas, or even on its own procurement ot longer-term' supplies, 
to meet more than a small portion of the requirel!1ents of its core 
customers., This is especially true g:iven the fact that our 
hearings on the unbunc1ling of storage 'are still underway, the 
commission has issuec1 no- decis.ionyet on SDG&E's requ~st for 
independent access to a portion of SC>Cal~s storage capacity. In 
addition"tbe, FERC:,has.,yet'"to'talce-,the necessary' steps which mig-ht 
allow SDG&E access to tirm ,interstate pipeline capacity. And the:, 
recent gas curtailments· in southern, california should provide ample: 
evidence ot the perils of relying on short~term gas supplies. ,', We';' 
are certainly concerned, that SDG&E and SCE purchase 'firm,. reliable, 

, .J' 

supplies to. meet those needs tor, which there is no- al ternativeto 
the use of gas, and we will scrutinize the actions, whiCh, they take;', 
toward that goal. We will also 'review carefully whether Socal haS", 

, , •• , 'J 

purchased excess core supplies to "'backstopW' loads that it is no " 
longer obligated to. supply, and will not hesitate to- retuse tOo 
recognize such excess costs in rates.. 

Clearly,. the Socal core portfolio is a logical and' 
convenient source ot, dedicated:, reli'able, qa5' supplies. Especially 
in tbenear term, SDG&E' and SCE may verywellpurcbase most it not:-, , 
all of their Wcore'" rec:.[l.1irementstrom.' the Socal core portfolio. .. 
Yet SOCal' score' portfolio- :may not :be' the '.2nl:l',' souxee' of reliable, ' 
s.upplies..',tor'tbeseloads, anc1 we decline ,SC>Cal"s. request to make 'it 
the only source by regulatory-fiat. . Wedisaqree ,with SC>Cal's 
assertion that its request, will not d,ecrease competition: SOcal's' 
proposal would preclude suppliers other than SoCal trom competinq: 
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to provide firm gas supplies to SOG&E, Long Beach, ane! the electric' 
utilities. Rather than seeking a regulatory shelter from 
competition, we would prefer to see SoCal devote its energy to 
assembling a core portfoli~ that can compete with other gas 
suppliers for these core loads. Perhaps SOCal should begin by 
reassessing its wmust takew obligations which it says so limit its' 
flexibility in purchasing core supplies. 

SoCal argues that the smaller the core portfolio,. the 
higher the average price charged by its pipeline suppliers and the ' 
greater the take-or-pay liabilities which the pipelines will seek 
to pass through to the Calitorniautilities. This is. not a new 
problem; it is a concern which we have faced since wellhead 
deregulation and the increasing availability of transportation 
allowed the utili ties and their customers draInatically increase.d 
:flexibility in proeuring,'1as supplies. In the-past, the utilities,' 
including SOCAl,. have rationalized lower takes of pipeline sales 
gas because the resulting,take-or-pay liabilities were more than 
offset by the savings in gas costs. Now'SoCal apparently ~eels 
that this is not true for tirm supplies, asserting that wthere is' 
no evidence that [the wholesale and 'O'EG J cu$tomers can obtain 
supplies as tirm·and stable 'in price as SoCalGas' core porttoli~ 
gas at a price much., if any,. lower than . SoCalGas.' core portfolio 
WACOG. N However; it Socal's core portfolio, including pipeline 
sales gas, is indeed the most'economical firm supply available~ 
then SoCal should be co~ic1ent .that the wholesale and 'C'EG customers \ 
nll elect into SoCal's core po2:t:folio ... S 

.$ Socal states that core customers -alone' may have to bear take-· 
or-pay liabilities accrued and billed after the May ~, J.988, .' 
implementation . date.. We tine! no support for that. statement in . ,. 
either D. $6-12-009 or D. 87-12-03-9'.. Our current policy, which we 
expect to continue after the implementation elate,. is to treat as', 
trans.ition costs all take-or-pay lial>ilities resulting fromqas 
purchase contracts or ,arrangements which· took effect before the: 
division of the supply portfolio in o. S7-12-009 and 0·10... Wehave 
no reason to< believe that California'5 pipeline suppliers will not· 

(Footnote continues on next page) '. 
- 16 -
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For the above reasons, we will deny SoCal's proposed 
modification to O. 86-12-009 and O. 87-12-039. 

PGjE's Egtitign tor Modification of D. 87-12-039, PG&E's 
petition raises tour issues, only one of which we will resolve at 
this time. 

PG&E 11150 asks us to clarity our cogeneration rate 
desisn. PG&E cites language on paqe 102 of o. 87-12-039 which it 
says implies that the cogeneration class is to be Ntolded intO*tbe 
commercial and industrial classes tor rate design purposes. PG&E 
says that this is inconsistent with the decision's later adoption 
ot SoCal's proposal tomerqe coqenerlltion and. OEG customers into, 
one UEG/Cogen class. PG&E . is also unclear on the structure of· the, 
""otherwise applicablew transportation rate which. will be the ~asis 
for one of the two bills calculated each month for cogeneration 
customers. PG&E l!lppears to· ask us to create a 'noncore' 
cogeneration transportation ra~ew, set this ratee~al to the 
averaqeUEG rate, and use this'rate··as the 'otherwise applicableN' 
rate. This rate would have a structure similar to other industrial 
and UEG rates. Finally', PG&E says that under' this interp~etation 
the c:oqeneration shorttall will'diminish, :but not disappear; PG&E' 
recommends that,we establish a tracking account "to accumulate the 
shortfall between cost reallocations. 

No party fully supported PG&E's requested elaritication~ 
SoCal, for example, :believes. that PG&E'srequest is based upon a· 
misunderstanding ot what constitutes the c:oqenerators' 'otherwise, 

" '" . 

applicable* rate. SOCal states. that the "otherwise applieal:>le""". 
rate is wthe industrial or commercial trlUlsxnission rate which woulcl 
apply to the eoqenerators' heating or'proeess needs it he had n~ 

(Footnote continued trom·previous page) 
continue to-accrue liabilities under such contracts atter May 1,.. 
198~r nor can we torsee any reason tomodityatter that date our 
current· policy tor the allocation ot transition costs. 'l'ransition 
costs are allocated to' all ,customer classes on an equal cents per 
therm. :basis. 

.: - 17 -
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cogeneration equipment. N There is no separate noncore cogeneration 
rate, as that rate has been merged into the rate of the combined 
OEG/Cogen class. There is in addition no need to clarify the 
structure of the Notherwise applicableN rate, as it is just the 
structure of the default tariff which would apply t~the customer's 
heating or process usage in the absence of cogeneration. Socal 
notes that it has proposed a purely volumetric cogeneration rate, 
to allow the rate to maintain absolute parity with fluctuations in 
the average OEG rate. Finally, Socal feels that the decision 
accurately notes that there will be no. 'cogeneration shortfall" so 
long as the rate for the UEG/Cogen class is less than those for 
other ,industrial and commercial classes.. The DRA. concurs with 

Socal. 
We have reviewed this issue carefully,. and have concluded: 

that Socal has accurately characterized the' cogeneration rate 
structure which D. 87-12'-039' established.. PG&E tunClamentally 
misunderstands··what'''constitutes'the. "'othe%Wise applicable' rate • 
In a nutshell, here is how cogeneration transportation rates will 
be designed' and· billed: tor cost·, allocation and default rate 
calculation purposes,. cogeneration throughput will be merged with, 

OEG volu:mes into a single UEG/Cogen customer class. Then each 
month, the utility will calculate:twQ'bills for transmission 
service tor each cogeneration customer: one applying the actual 
average transportation rate' paid by OEG; customers, la9gedby 60 

days: and one applying the industrial or commercial transportation, 
rate which that cus.tomer would pay. for heating or process needs if 
it had no cogeneration equipment (the "o'theX'\t1ise appli~le' rate).' 
The customer will pay the' lower,oftlle two, bills. 'l'bere is nO' 
"cogeneration shortfall' unless the wotherwise applicable' rate is 
less than the 'O'EG rate.D. 87-1.2'-039' needs no further 
clarification on this issue •.. PG&E must: refile its tari!f'sheetsto,. 
reflect accurately the c6c]eneration rate" structure establislied in· 
that order. 

We do concur with PG&E that if a cogeneration shortfall 
- • , 1 I . ' 

does materialize, the utility'should establish an account to..traek; 
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the shorttall so that it Can be reallocated in the next cost 
allocation proceeding. 

bdson's Petition tor JloditiCAtioD of D. 87-12-039. 

Hadson filed a Petition tor Modification of D. $7-12-039 on 
February 22, 19$8. In its Petition, Hadson seeks to- expand the 
function of the priority charge previously adopted by the 
Commission to- ration capacity on the utilities' sy~tems. Briefly, 
Hadson seeks to- use the priority charge to- allo-eate interstate 
pipeline capacity by using the charge to· allo-cate capacity 
shortages on either the intrastate or interstate pipeline systems. 

We note at the outset that the precise operation of the 
priority charge mechanism has :been d.eferred to- the ongoing 
procurement hearings in I. 87-03-057. For that reason alone, we 
would decline to undertake such a dramatic expansion of the 
priority charge mechanism without the opportunity to obtain the 
views of other parties. . However ,. careful consideration, of the 
Hadson proposal reveals even" more ,cUtficul t barriers to. its' 
adoption. 

" .. 
First, the Federal Energy Requlatory Commission (!"ERC) is' 

clearly ,entrusted with the j'urisdietion:to :regulate the ' 
transportation of natural gas over interstate pipelines under the 
provisions of Section lb, of the Natural Gas Act, (15 U .S.C •. §.717b-) • 

The FERC has imposed· its own system for regulating the priority of 
, . ' 

gas shipments over interstate pipelines in the form,of a Al'first, 

come, first servedAI' policy, adopted inthe,FERC~s Order No.. 43&, 
(Regulation or Natural Gas Pipelines After Partial Wellhead 
Decontrol, SO 'Fed .. Reg. 42408 (October 18:, 1985.), FERC Regulations ' 
and Preambles !30,665 at 31,516.) 

While Hadson blithely assumes that the california 
priority charge could be used to., determine which customer is 
curtailed first in a shortage of interstat~capacity (the Customer: 
paying the lowest california priority 'charge) , suc:h.asystelll.· . 
provides no assurance that the next shipper in the FERC"s '. first 
come,., first served' queue will be next in line under the 'cal itornia . 
priority charge system.. We foresee substantial difficulty in, 
coordinatinq the two'priority systems.. It, for instance, shippers.' 

. - 19' -
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exercised their federal priority ri~hts t~ deliver gas to· the 
interstate pipeline, yet were refused delivery in california 
because of the operation of the California priority charge, both 
the interstate pipeline and the utility would face a future 
obligation to deliver gas without any assurance as t~ when such 
delivery would be possible depending upon the demand for 
transportation and the priority. charges paidDY competing 
customers. 

Hadson asserts that the key t~making its proposal work 
is the adoption of reasonable balancing provisions. Yet undertbe 
example described above, a customer could quickly build up 
substantial balances of undelivered gas. We are not· prepared to' 
judge that either: the interstate'pipelines or the util~ties are 
capable of lIIanaging. such. a balancing arrangement in the face ot 
conflicting or incompatible state and tederal pipeline priority 
systems. Nor are we inclined to precipitate a legal ehallengeto 
federal.requlation.of interstate pipeline capacity allocation 
through the use ot our priority charge· mechanism. Acco~ingly we 
will decline to adopt Hadson'ssuggestion. 

follows: 
1. 

IT IS ORDERED that Decision (D.). 87-12-039 is modified; as'·· ..... ·· . 

',. 
The discussion entitled NAllocation FaetorsNDe~inninqon. 

paqe 8 is :modi~ied to· read.: 

ND.86-12-009 adopted alloeationtaetors.to
divide nonqas costs among the core, noncore, 
and wholesale' markets. We explicitly chose 
relatively , flat' factors· which. tend tOo 
spread, these, costs ll\ore evenly over all 
markets. These factors recognize thattbe 
current system was built to serve ,all 
customer classes., and· that all users should 
contribute to- paying. tor the current excess 
capacity in the-system. .' . 

NAs a general proposition, we concluded· that 
all ~resent customers, regardless of the. 
servl.ces ·they choose, receive substantial 
bendit from the tact 'that a local 
distribution company has developedte>the. 
extent it has today.. The.utilities' . 
structural and contractual· relationships. 

- 20 -
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developed the way they did ~cause the 
utilities procured gas for all customers. 
Moreover, today's low priority ~stomers are 
still derivinq benefits from the system, even 
thouqh these benefits may excee~ their 
present needs. It logically follows that all 
customers should continue to pay the 
unavoidable costs still ~inq incurred as a 
result of the evolution of the utility 
structure,. at least durinq· the transition to 
reduction of excess capacity and 
confiquration.o.f the industry such that all 
customers. can choose just what level o.f 
service they desire and be allocated costs 
accordingly. 

WWe concluded· that ""unavo.idable 'co1llm.on 
costs' associated, with the transition to a 
more competitive marketand,not'directly 
assignable to any particular customer classN 

shOUld be spread equital>ly to.' both . 
pr~rement and transmission-only customers. 
D~86-12-010 at 96. One otthe classes of 
fixed costs to be treated in··this way was 
fixed~pipeline demand.:;costs ~ whic:h,.were.·· . 
incurrecl to· brinq ~asinto- the system, to. 
provide basieserv1ce and peak reliability. 
We note,. in addition to the above~ that 
current transmission-only customers may still 
experience direct· benefits tromthe above , 
classes ot costs. 'Fo%: example,. '. should . their 
independently-procured gas supply become 
unavail~le,. they can return to the'utility 
!o.r·qas. 

"We have ))een asked on several occasions 
since D.86-12-009 and D.86-10-010 were issued 
to revisit our allocation taetors,and in 
:both D·.:S-7-03-044and D.87-05-046 we hav'! 
firmly refused to do so·. For the reaSOllS we 
have' set forth above, we reiterate' today our 
intention no.t to revisit this issue until"as 
stated in our' Deeember, 19'86 decisions, such 
time as the present.excess eapacityis 
reduced." 

2. The ~o.llowinq new paragraph is inserted after'the 
last ~ullparagraph on page 103-: 

""We will, however, require 'O'EG customers to
notify their cogeneration customers, . 
immediately after they have determined their 
p~ocurementpackaqes, o~ the percentages o.f 

- .21 -
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oore, noncore, and self-procurement gas 
which they have included in the packaqe. 
Eaob t~e the package' ohanges, the OEG 
customer should provide new notice. This 
notice should include the avera~e self
procurement price. This mechan1sm will 
assist noncore cogenerators in matching the 
UEG oost of gas.N 

3. The following paragraphs are inserted after the 
first full paragraph on page 104: 

4. 

NOn another Subject, the california 
Oeparbnent of General Services (the State) 
has raised the problem of the qasutilities' 
apparent intention to: treat a cogeneration 
faoility with a standby boiler as two 
customers for the purposes of assessing 
separate customer and demand' charges.. The 
State argues that this treatment iqnores the 
use diversity between the two facilities; 
that the operation of the' twotacilities is 
inversely correlated·, with only one ,use of 
the -9as system:...oceuring,; .. ,at;.any .. one ,tixne 
(with" the exception of supplemental firing 
in excess·of cogeneration production). 

HWe agree with the State that the more 
eql.litable approach to "this' situation is to 
treat cogeneration facilities with, standby 
boilers as one customer ~orpurposeso~ 
assessing customer and demand charges, , 
providing the cogeneration customer has 
si~ed'an affidavit to the effecttbat its 
bol.ler system only operates wben the " 
cogeneration system is not operating.'" 

Section :t at the: top of page 110 is mo<1ified as follows:'" 

WD.a6-12-009 was clear in providing that the 
noncore default customers would be Obligated 
for demand charges for a·one. year period.. 
The remaining issue is ',whether customers 
taking no gas on the implementation date 
should also incur 'demand. chargesfor a one
year period based, on historical usage., As a 
matter ofpoliey ,;: webeli.evethat, it is tai.r 
to· excuse customers not taking gas on the 
ilnplementation date from· Clexnand charqes . 
based on historical usage' it: 1f those' 
customers tall under a 'rate schedule which 
does not currently contain a Clemand. c:harqe 

- 22',-
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or 2) those ~ustomers have not used gas for 
the year prior to the implementation date. 
CUstomers who do not take gas on or after 
the implementation date of the new rate 
design will not be subject t~ the higher 
demand charges under that rate desiqn, but 
will only be subject to demand ~harges under 
appli~able rate schedules in effect prior t~ 
the implementation date.* 

5. The se~ond to last sentence in the first full paragraph 
on page 116 is modified to' read: 

*Therefore, consistent with loqical 
interpretation of the stipulation, we will 
provide that the first annual reallocation 
filing that we will allow will be PG&E's 
September lS, 19'88,. filing.* 

6. The following new Findings are added to precede Finding , 
1 on page 118: 

i. *We concluded in our December.,19S.& 
decisions. that' 'ar all present customers, 
regardles.s of the servi~es they choose, 
receive substantial benefit from the 
structure and function of tbe< local 
distribution company; aner b) these 
benefits extend:. t~ low. priority·· 
customers, even though they. may exceed 
those. customers' .present~·needs, or may 
constitute potential future'benefits.*· 

iioo *We furtherconclucied, that because of 
these benefits, all customers should 
continue to pay the' ,unavoidable costs 
still being incurred as. a result of the 
evolution of the local distribution 
company structure to.. its present state 
of excess capacity, at least until the 
excess capacity.has been reduced and the 
industry re-formed'such that customers 
may choose andwill.De'allocated the 
costs of services to. match their exact 
needs~* ' 

iii .. *We finallyconclud~d that unavoidable 
'common costs' as.sociated with'this 
transi tion ancl not readily' assignable to 
any, given customer -class, e .. g _, pipeline 
demand charges, should be spread, 

'-, 23 -
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equitably to both procurement and 
transmission-only customers." 

7. New Ordering Paragraph 8' is added to read: 

S. 

"Initially, and each time VEG customers 
change their procurement packages, they shall 
imme~iately notify their coqeneration 
customers of the percentages of' core, 
noncore, ,and self-procurement qaswhich they 
have included in the package. This notice 
should include the average selt-prOCU%'ement 
price." 

New ordering Paragraph 9 is added to- read: 

"The gas utilities shall treatc0generation 
facilities with stanelby boilers 'as one 
customer tor purposes of assessing customer 
and demand charges, provicling the 
c0generation eustomerhas signed an atfi<1avit, 
to the effeet that its boiler system only 
operates when the cogeneration system is not 
operating .. " , , 

IT' IS FURTHER ORDERED that the applications tor rehearinq" 
of D.87-l2-039 as modified herein are denied.' 

IT IS FORTHERORDERED that Socal Gas' second petition for 
modification of D. 87-12-03'9, PG&E"s'petition tor m04itication on 
the issue of cogeneration rates, and Hadson's petition for 
modification are denied. PG&E shall file a revised default ,tariff 
for service to c0generators which reflects the correct 
interpretation of D. 8,7-12-039. 

This order is effective-·today", 
Dated March 9, 1988 at ,San, Francisco, California. 

- 2'4 -

STANLEY W '" HC'LLE'I"r 
President, 

DONALD Y'IAL 
FREDERICK'R. DtrDA 
G. MITCHELL w:tUC 
JOHN B.. OIWnAN 
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Decision 88 03 041 MAR OS 1988 ~lmr(~~l_! d 
U In!, : I) Ii' I i I "'. 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF T ~~ .. RNrA 

Order Instituting Investiqation 
on the Commission's motion into 
implementing a rate design for 
unbundled gas utility services 
consistent with policies adopted 
in Decision 86-03-05-7., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-------------------------~---------~ ) 

And Related Matters. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-------------------------------) 

I.86-06-00S 
(Filed June S, 1986) 

R.S6-06-006 
(Fil~dJune 5-, '198&) 

Application 87-01-033 
(Filed January: 20,1987) 

Application 87-01-037 
(Filed January 27., 1987) 

Application 87-04-040 
(Filed April 2'0,. 1987) 

On December 9, 1987, the Commission issued Decision. 
(D.) 87-l2'-039. This decision established rates tOilnplement the 
poliey decisions whic:h the Commission ,had made in December 198&, ill, 
D. 8-6-12-009' and 8'6-12-0l0', ,concerning naturalqas rate requlation, 
in California. Applications for rehearinq. were filed :by four 
parties: , Hadson Gas Systems (Hadso~), california Edison Company 
(Edison), california Department of. General Services (OGS) ,and . 
California Manutacturers AssociatIon (CMA). Responses'tO: these 
applications were- filed :by the. Commission's Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (DRA), Southern ~litornia Gas. Company (SoCal), Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) , and, Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E). In addition,: thetollow1nq parties tiled peti~ions 
for moditication ot 0.87"':12-039: . socal (two separatepetitions)~'" 
PG&E, San Dieq6. Gas. & "Electric company ,OGs, City of" Palo Alto',. 
City o:f Long Beach,. 'I"OlUi, ~li:fornia Hotel and: Motel Association,. 
and· Hadson. Numerous responses. to-the' petitions for lnoO.itieation 
were tiled, and several parties .. tiled: respOnses to the' responses~ 
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We have considered each and every a11egation raised in 
the applications for rehearing and the:ites /nses thereto, and are 
of the view that sufficient grounds for anting rehearing have not 
been shown. However, our further revi has indicated that we 
should clarity and modify our decisiot in several respects. We 
will indicate these changes as we ~cuss the allegations raised by 
the various parties. The issues ~ised in the petitions for 
lnodification will be resolved if future order. ,,' 

Applications tor Rehearing. L 
Badson. Hadson fi st argues that the core-elect price 

adopted by the Commission iJ D.87-12-0~9 is unjust, unreasonable, 
and discriminatory, in viotation of P.U .. Code Sections 451 and 4~. 
This is because the commis'sionhas failed to consider, what costs' 
are qas costs in derivinJ the core WACOG~ arid has arbitrarily , . 
excluded gathering and 'bransportation costs'from the calculation. 

~ , 

The resulting eore-elecr qas price is not representative'ofa 
competi ti Va market price. , , ' 

For ,examPle,! the Commission ,has excluded gathering costs .', 
from the cost of california gas in'deriving PG&E's core-elect, , 
priee. Those gather~g costs are allocated~to the transmission 
rates of all customers. But,. ,Haclson argues, the only way that 

~ , 

noncore customers get the bene tit of this is by electing into- the 
~ 

core. Those who'don['t make such an election but buy qas 
c 

independently must 'p'ay qathering charges twice: . asa' pass-through;, 
,I " , .. 

charge from their broker/supplier, and in the transmission charge I 

~ 

assessed by PG&E. Hadson similarlyobj,ects to the exclusion from' 
core procurement prices of pipeline transport charges for canadian: ' 

I . '. . , 
qas; qatherinq and/or', transport charges for El Paso- and Rocky, 
Mountain gas; and pipeline demand charges: for PITCO VOlu:m~s,whieh," 
volumes are all ass~gned to the core. Haclson" finally challenges .... 
the commission's cohclusion that Socal's california qas.:, cost is ' 
"excessive," thus justifying' $13.7 million in transitioneosts. 
Hadson ,claims this 19a~ cost is a,resul t ,of a, border pricing , 
formula; if it is excessive" other supplies must be also. 

I . ' 

... ' 
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Hadson contends that in setting up cost allocation such 
that all customers, including those who buy gas trom independent 
sources, have to pay for the gas utilities' sUbstanti~acquisition 
and marketing costs, the Commission is not only uncl:o:ly 
discriminating against noncore customers wh~ do t become core
elect, but is also condoning potentially ser us anticompetitivc 
consequences, i.e., the risk that competi on among sellers to end . 
users will be destroyed. Hadson allege that Northern Calitornia 
PQwer Agency v. PO' (1971) 5- C.3d 37Q (~), holds that the 
Commission cannot lawfully implem its pr09X'al'O. without-
considering and makin~ tindings conclusions on such 
anticompetitive effects. 

. correctly· argue that the issues 
Hadson raises~ should have n'raised in response to the 
Commission's .December 1986 Clecisions-, which effectively Cleter.mined 
cost alloeation~l These decisions. have long since become tinal .. 
Hadson's argument~, WhitC in effect- advocate revisiting o~ the 
Commission's cost alloc tion determinations, will be denied. In , 
taking this action, tbO ever r we will review and expand upon some of 
the underpinnings tor the allocation determinations w~ made in 
~9a6. , 

As'a gene 1 proposition, we concluded that all present, 
customers, regardless of _ the services -they choose·, receive . 
substantial benefit! trom the t~ct ~ta local <1istribution com~y"" 

. ~, " . 

has developed to the extent it has today. 'rhe utilities' . 
, . f.',. . '. . ' . ,'. 

structural and con,traetual relationsh'ips. developed the way they did . /( '.. . . ': -

because the utl.lities procuredqas :for all customers. Moreover,;: 
~ , 

today's low priority ,customers are stilld.erivinq benefits trom the' ; . . ',.: 
system, even thouph these benetits may exceed their present needs,-~ '_ . 

J .\ 
,~ 
t 

I 
• 

1 See, e.g., 0.86-12-009' at 32', 53 (core-elect procurement· , 
charqe to includ.e only commodity.· qas .. costs:; portion of interstate 
pipeline demand- Charges. to- be allocated t~noncore customers:' . 
detault noncore transmission rate to be the same reqardless of' . 
procurement opt~on ebosenbythe customer)andD .. a.6-12-010 at 1.0:2'-, 
]:03 (allocation lot PI'I'COcommoditygas . costs. and ··:Pan. Alberta· 
pipeline demand leharges.), , 

I u 
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It logically follows that all customers should continue. to~ay the 
unavoidable costs still being incurred as a result of ~ev~lution 
of the utility structure, at least during the t~rsit' n to 
reduction o·f e)Ccess capacity and configuration C?t e industry such 
that all customers can choose just what level 0 service they 
desire and be allocated costs accordingly. 

We concluded that wunavoidable 'c associated 
with the transition t~ a more competitiv rket and not directly 
assignable to any partieulareustomer c. assW should be spread 
equitably to both procurement and tra smission-only customers .. 
D.86-l2-010at 96· .. One of ' the clas~s. of . fixed costs to be treated, 
in this way was fixed PiPeline~d' costs, which were incurred t~ 
bring" gas into the system t~' pro de' basic service and peak ' 

reliability ... We also speeifica ly found th~t PITCO costs should. 'be·, 

::::::=~:::::::;::!~~:~;:!;::;:~:=:;:~::~~ ...••. 
the allocation' of these ch:C;:sfairlY' evenly between core and ;. 
noncore markets refle'etedjtAe current ~xcess capacity situation, we! 
did not feel that much cOUld be . gained,,: in' this interim. period., by ' •• . I .' . 
examining one specific a.emandcharge, e .. g .. ,· PITCO," to seehowmuch: 

. . I • • . 
itexceeclecl eurrentmarket value· ... ~ at 102'-103. SUll.lar '" .. 
arquments as to reflectAon of beneti ts to all customers can be made . 

. I . ' 
for california gas gatherinq costs •. ' '., . 

We note,. in ladd.~tion to· the above: that transmission-only 
customers may still experl.ence di~ect benefl. ts from the above ," . 
classes of costs_Fdr example, should'their ·inClependently~procured. , 

J' , . '" " ' 
gas supplybeeome una.vailable, they can return ·to the utility"for.: I , 

gas... For all, of tb.J, reasons stated:,.. we reaffirm. our treatment' of ' ' 
I . " 

pipeline demand costs and gas qathering costs •. 
Hadson ..sebonCllY" argues. that the Commission's adopted': 

I . ' 
program gives the utilities ,an ~air marketinqadvantage', to,the 

. J. '.' . 

extent they have the' exclusive use. of informatIon on customer 
characteristics 'tl:iat wOu.ld be valuable to anyone intending- to' . 

I . '.. . , .. 
market gas to, noncore customers.' Moreover', Hadson' claims they are' 

I 

I 
J 
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in a position t~ unfairly tie their transmission mono~t~ core
election, both because of the price factors discussea above, and 
because they can neqotiate discounted tran2miss'~rates only for, 
those customers who elect into the core. 

On the use of information, PG&E sponds that a similar 
argument involving the use of customer rejected by the 
9th Circuit in a 1996 decision ( v' W . 

(9th Cir., 1986) 791 F2d 13-43-, 13-4~ SoCal and 1'ORN', concur, and 
add that the fact that utilities ve proprietary lists of their 
own customers will be' no- imped' nt to- the a))ility of end. use 
customers to· explore their pr ementoptions with independentqas 
suppliers, including Hadson. 

, 

In the Catlin ca e, the court held that the exclusive use 
by the l'I'1erchandisinq divsiion of a localqas distribution utility 
of the utility's custom list to market certa£n energy saving' 
devices was not an unl wful abuse of monopoly power, under either 

. I, , ,.", 
the federal antitrus lawsor:public utility statutes of the state, 
of Washington. It s, rather, a benefit of size and business ,,:;', 
integration. ceru.{nlyherel', a similar' conclusion must be dra'Wll.:' 
Hadson has not ShtJm that d~ gas, utilit,ies will make use of any ," 
exclusive custom informatiOn~that they possess in an , 
anticompetitive r unreasonably-discriminatory way. ' , •• 

We s41arly find no 'merit to Hadson's preferential, ' 
discount arqu:m.e/nt..: First, we specifically caution against ~uch a, 
., d' -~ praet1ce at p;te 7' of ,D.87-12-03-9. Secon " SOCal makes sever~ 

points conce inq interstate pipeline'.demand eharqes, and' 
interstate tr portation charges in connection with purchase of 
spot supPlied, which run cUrectly.counte~ to any arqu:ro.ent that, . 
Socal has an~ competitive costac1vantaqe over' independent. ,:' ' 
broker I suppJJ1ers in sellinqqas to- noncore customers. At the veri ' 
least, thes~ ar:qu:m.ents cast doubt on Hadson"sposition. 'I'hi:::d; we~: 
consider ij extrem~lY unlikely tha~ the' gas .utilities have such, ani, 
incentive in the context of the ,Commission's program, where the 
utilitieso&olleet marqin n2t through gas sales but throuqh 
transmission of gas. While they have other incentives for 
discounting, ensuring qas sales does not' appear to be one' of them. , 
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Finally, the responding parties correctly point out, and 
we reiterate, that the Commission's program ~still in the early 
stages of deregulating the procurement funotlon. Compared to 
several years ago, enormous proqress has ~e~ :made in opening up 
the california procurement market to i ~ependent broker/suppliers 
such as Hadson. Moreover, while cos allocation has been resolved 
in terms of initial tmplementationJOf the program, it will 
certainly be reexamined in th~f ~e, after some experience has 
been gained under the rates set y 0.87-12-0~~. 

We agree with TURN at Hadsontails t~ recognize that 
0.87-12-039 is but one furthstep in a series of Commission 
actions that have vastly e,tanded opportunities for independent . 
suppliers. .to market their I~as to California end-users. It secs to 
us that entry into California under' the Commission's program, while 
not yet perfected, is mufn preferable to n~ entry at all. . 

Edison. Edi~n eont~ndS that the Commission, in 0.87-l2-. 
039, contravened Hfun~ental ,notions of fairness and due processH 

by modifying the sti~lation si~ed. by Socal, PG&E" SDG&E, D:AA. . 
J . 

(then PSO)and 'rORN .lin october 1986 ("'Stipulation" for Transition 
Period in Natural Gis Regulatory ProcedureH)to provide that . 
SoCal's. first reall!ocation .filing will be no sooner that March 150,. 

1989. Edison arcN~s that had ,it had notice that the commission 
j . . 

intended to make thi's. modification,. it would havevi9'0rously . 
protested,. on th1qroundSthat thera,tes. which will De in effect 
from May 1, 19S5j.toJune 30,. 198;9 will be totally outdated and 

I 

inappropriate. Edison'clai:ms the Commission is bound by P.'O'. CO<1e . 
. ,. . ',' 

Section 1708 (m~takenlY cited by Edison as 1705-) to have hearin9F 
Defore mo41ty1nq adec1510n CJ)~86-12-010'approve~ the stipulation 

. . I . . . . 
in its entirety~r thus' Hmodification" of it now- constitutes: a 
mod.ific:ation 0# that decision' as well).' Edison finally argues that 
ORA and TORN, £nadvocatinq the Cbange' the Commission made ,. . have' . 

} . 

violated the terms of the stipulationbeeause they did not meet 
I . " 

with the otherr signatories ))etora seeking th~ modification. 
Edison's arguments are eompletelymisplacedon·this 

issue. DRA'vresponse,puts it cO<Je~tly: . " . ". 

- 6 -
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"The Stipulation simply aoes not proviae for 
a SoCal cost allocation in the springYf 
1988 •••• When this portion of the 
stipulation (relating to· SoCal's cost 
allocation filing being due no later n 
March lS of each year) is read in co~unction 
with the other provisions, the only oqical 
conclusion is that the first annu eost 
allocation was intended to occur the 
new rates set by the implementa on decision 
took effect. Since the new r es don't take 
effect, until May 198-8, both ~ and DRA 
recommended that the Comxniss!on clarify that 
Socal's first annual COlt , location occur in 
the spring of 1989." 

DRA. Response to. AppS/Rllg, at 7. ' 

DRA goes on to, cite s~cific paragraphs of the ' 
stipulation which support its ~d Ttl'RN"s position.. SOCal's and 
TORN's responses are baSieatl "in agreement with DRA. " 

We will modify the decision to· clarify that the 
stipulation is not being mo i~ied~ but merely being logically 
interpreted .. 

Edison secondly argues that by changing the cost , 
. ' .' I . 

allocation schedule,. the 'OEG rates adopted in 0-.87,,:,,12-039 will be,l' 

unlawful and unreasonab e- because. they will" be based not on the " 
Mbest :foreeast a\:ailablf#r as required by the ,stipulation, but on ~ 
outdated 'O'EG sales forecast.. As· such·, Edison claims, these rates ' 
will overly burden, elJctrie' ratepayers and' are likely to' result ~ 
Socal's uncollectinq~arCJin from. its OEG customers. " 

We agree wsith. ORA that Edison's. ,cla'im· has no. merit.. DRA, " 
f ' ' 

argues that the "best torecastavailableN,' language reters.' to. the 
subsequent cost allobation proceedings and not the implementation I 
decision establish3fg initial rates.· ORA further points.out .. tllat: " 
the adopted forecast,. which Edison. supported., was based on the. best 

estimates then ava~lable,and is generally consistent with. the :" 
adopted rates. I' ' . 

As ORA, points out,. the regulatory- process is by its:, ' 
nature relatively (SlOW. It can always be argued that the :forecast". 
used to- adopt rates is.. a' stale one.' The fAct' that Edison has now; '., 
qenerated' a newer/forecast ,does not,. in the absence of a showing 'of: ! -7 - ... 

I 

r 
! 
i 

. ".", 
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evidentiary defects in the prior forecast, warrant a fi ding that 
the adopted rates are unreasonable. In addition, E 'son's newer 
forecast is not part of the record and has not b n subjected to 
cross examination. ~ 

Finally, we note that in the not-t66-distant past, we set: 
future rates based on the results of an b' torical test year. Such 
rates have never been found to be unlaw 1 on that basis. 

~ CMA alleges legal err concerning three aspects of 
the demand charge provisions,contai d in 0.8:7-12-039. CMA. first 
arques that customers who ceaseta'ng service before the 
implementation date must only be iable for exi§tipg demand charges ' 

, , 

rather than demandeharges, unde the new program, in order tha.t 
those customers have some barg ining, leverage. We believe CMA's 
position reflects the intent "the decision, and we will claritY 
it accordingly. 1 

CMA secondly arqu 'that even it a customer has, been 
, , I " ' , ' 

buying gas under a rate sc¥dulecontaining' a demand ~9'e and 
continues to buy gas as a d.efault'customer after the new rate 
design is implemented, thJ customer',s use prior to the effective 

f date of the new rate des~should not be used to calculate the new 
I ' 

demand charges. CMA. states: "In short, CMAbelieves- that the ' , ; 
position expressed in, '0'187-07'-04'4 and reiterated in D.87-12-~3~ i~t 
wrong." CMA App .. at 4 .• /PG&E supports CMA's positi'on, but,:'points •• ' " 
out that such a mociificationwould require' a recalculation,'of rates 
and billing determinanfs..soca:t~ ORA and TURN argue against ,this : 
as being. simply a' rehJsh, of arguments:'CMA.: has' made numerous times ' 

, I ' ' ' , ", 
before; they also po~t'out that the d"emand char, ge structure was ' 
clearly set forth in( O. 8: 6":,, 1Z-009 , and that as such, CMA. had .: 
ade~ate notice of llow -it was,t<> work. Z ' - . " " 

2 CMA also- asserts,withoutarqument or authority, that using a 
customer's past usage as a basis for calculating' a fUture' ,demand' 
charqe would constitute : retroactive ratemakinq.. ORA correctly 
refutes this argument. While the'method used to calcula.tethe rate' 

(Footnote continues on nextpaqe) 
-'S 
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We agree that we have seen and rejected CMA's arqument on 
this point ~etore, and we d~ so again. ~ 

CMA's third concern is over the one-year~tchet 
provision for demand charges. CMA admits to prev!Ously expressing 
its view and sponsoring testimony supporting ~ position that the 
one-year ratchett ·will cause many default/c(stomers either to 
:minimize their gas usage or to leave th~ystem entirely." CMA, 
App. at 6-7. This is apparently because of hardships which 'Will be 

suffered by those default customers w€o, experience significant 
swi~gs in usage, and subsequently~ery high or low bills f~r' 
perJ.ods of up to a year. CMA rec»mmendsthat we resolve thJ.S 

concern, as well as the two: d:t'~SSe<1 above, by allowing all 
customers to establish "reaS~le,contractdemands for purp¢s~s of 
administering demand charge,." .' CMA App'~ at 7. Such could be ' 
established seasonally ,or Mnually"and ratcheting could be ' .,' 
required "onlyif the cus~mer's monthly usage consistently exceeds 

, I ' " 
'the contractually establ3!sheddemandquantity." ~. If the ' 
Commission does not want:! to, adopt this approach, it, should subject" 
de!aul t customers to t:r!e new demand charges only to the extent that, '," , ' , ' , , 

they take gas on or akerthe effective date of the new rate' ". " 
design. / ,-..." 

We willdel'ly CMA.'s',contract demand proposal. ThiS. is a 
proper subject for Jtility/customer negotiations. 

~. oos/, a state agency as well" as. a c09'enerator, 
raises three issue# concerning'the adopt~dcogeneration rates. 

DGS, fir~t arguesthat'the'adoptedproeurement rate for 
core cO<Jenerators ,tviolates Section, 454'~,4 because' ,it does ,not iilSure:," '" 

,J 
that cog'enerators

l
;! receive a rate' equal .. to, or less than the rate 
" i 
" I 

) 
J 

i 
j: 
r 
J 
\ 

(Footnote continued from previous pago) 
relies on histo~ical usage~ the rate is set prospectively'to 
recover a portion of, the'utility's revenue're~rement during the' 
period the rate's are in effect, and,d:oes not J.n any way attempt to 
recover utility costs incurred dUl:'ing a prior perioc1.' 

~ - ~ - . ' 
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charged the UEG class for gas used to generate electricity.3 ~ 
The decision establishes a Ntrue-upN mechanism whidl 

ensures that both core and noncore cogenerators pay a tra~ission 
rate which is no higher than the transmission rate pai~y UEG 
customers. However,. no such mechanism is adopted fo~rocurement 
rates. Rather, the decision provides that core c~nerators will 
pay the same price for gas as UEG customersele~ng into the core 
portfolio, and noncore cogenerators (who· q)J.alif,{ for noncore status 
like any other customer) will pay the noncor~G procurement , 
price. DGS argues that core coqenerators wSl.l.l be denied the rate 
parity guaranteed by the statute if the.u lity froll? wholl? they' buy' 
gas. elects noncore service, because they cannot buy.gas at the 
lower noncore rate. 

TORN's cursory response app rs tOo agree with DeS. Due 
i ,. I 

to a misreading of the decision, 'PG& argues that DeS' argu:ment is, 
moot. 

DRA argues, on the other. hand, that the statute requires' . 
only the treatlnent afforded: by . decision. If the Commission· 
were to adopt: DGS' position, it ould in effect be telling SoCal' 
that when Edison elects service from the noncore portfolio, SoCal .' 
must charge no more to· its coqenerators than .the noncore price ... '.', 
The decision itself implies tt this is no ·lo.ngerpossible now' .. :, 
that the procurement aspect 0 . gas service has been deregulated~ .' 
ORA argues further that the act that UEG customers have the option' 
of electing in and out of th~ core does not mean that the 
Commission must create this~e flexibility for all cogen 
customers,. regardles~ of th "r ability to qualify for noncore' 
status.. The decision has a lowed a parity rate ,for parity service: 
i .. e .. ,·those UEG,customers w ntingthe'price and supply security<Of· 

3 section4~.4 provides,. n relevant part: 

HThe Commission shall e tablish rates for gas which is 
utilized· in cogeneratio'teehnologyprojects not higher than 
the rates establishedf r gas utilized .as·a fuel by an 
electric plant ,in the generationof.electricity. ___ '" 

-'10 -
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core el¢ction will opt for core procurement service at the same 
procurement rate paid by core coqenerators. 

We affirm the approach we adopted in 0.87-12-039.. This 
approach assumes that the statute allows us the tlexi~il· y to take 
into account the distinction we have established betwe core and 
noncore customers', and the way that distinction tr latcs into 
procurement options and accompanying procu=em~~t v te~. !n our 
view, it, is not relevant that many if not most enera.tors will be, 

unable to buy gas from the gas utility at as 
UEG utility can, due to. the tact that "core" coqenerators cannot 
become noncore customers for gas procuremc What is important 'is' 
that they be given'the same procurement p ices as core OEG 
customers if they are core cogenerators, and the same procurement 
prices as noncore UEGs if they are: non re coqenerators.' 

We reject OGS' view that th s.tatute, does not allow 
consideration of the core-noncore di tinction, and that no matter 
what we do in other areas of gas re ulation, we are locked into. 
otferinq to ~ cogenerators the 1 est rate that is availab~e to a 
UZG customer when buying gas from- gas utility. We do- not believe" 
that the Legislature intended to lace that restriction on our 
requlatoryautho~ity.4 

OGS secondly arques t at section 454.4 requires 
specification by the UEG utili of the percentage of gas purchased' 
from core and noncore portfoli sand delivered via self
procurement, early enough to' low cogenerators to. select the salne, 

4 OGS makes the subsidiary arqument that the Commission also 
violates section 454.4 by eating UEG core usage with the rate 
used. by 'O'EG eustomersto' ge ra't:e electricity" :because 'O'EGcore 
usaqe only involves the use o.f iqniter fuel -- -,which doesn't 
qenerate electricity but on y ligh.ts pilot liqhts. ORA- and, SoCal 
both challenqe what they CO§idera narrow definition ot iqniter 
fuel. 'they argue that with ut iqni ter fuel , there:, is no- " 
generation of electricity:' us charging both core coqenerators 
and UEG customers the proeu ement rate tor core'volumes i:i. rate 
parity, regardless o,! what point in the generation process the
gas is being used. We agree with ORA and SoCal. 

I _ II _ , 
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core election will opt for core service ~t the same rate paid by 

core cogenerators. 
We affirm the approach we adopted in D.87-12-039. This 

approach assumes that the statute allows uSth~lexibility tO,take 
into account the distinction we have establi~ed between core and 
noncore customers,. and the way that dist"ino£ion translates into. . 

procurement options and accompanying pro~ement rates. In our 
view, it is not relevant that many it~;rot most cogenerators will be, 

unable to buy gas from the gas util}W at as. low a price as. their . 
UEG utility can, due to the fact ~t "core" cogenerators cannot . 
become core-elect or noncore cus mers. What is important is that, 
they be given the. same procure nt prices as core ,O'EG.customersif .' 
they are corecogenerators, a' the same prices as noncore OEGs if 
they are noncore cogenerator Along with: this, core cogenerators 
a.re assured the same quali and security of serviee as is any 
other core customer. '~, ' , 

We reject DGS'jView that, the, statute. does not allow 
considera.tion of the coie~noncore distinction, and that no matter 
what we d.oin other arJas of gasrequlation,. we are locked into 
offering to .All. cogenJrators the lowest rate that is available to a" 
O'EG customer when bu/ing gas from a gas· utility. . We do not believe:," 
thAt the .inequ:t'blblJ result this leads to;. i.e., ':hat a corEL 
cogenerator chOOSirfo the non-core price tor qaswill get bette%' 

service than any other noncore customer, would be countenanced by' 
the Legislature. 4 ' 

4 OGS make the subsidiary argument that the commission also 
violates se~ion 454 .4: by equating. OEG, core· usage with the rate 
used by 'OEG. customers to generate electricity,. because UEG core 
usage only involves the use of ,iqniter ,fuel -- ,which d.oesn"t 
generate electricity but', only lights,'pilot lights. . ORA. and. SOCal 
both challenge what they consider a· narrow aerinition or ic;ni ter 
fuel. They argue that without iqniter fuel,., there' is no 
generation of . electricity; thus'charging both core coqenerators, 
and. OEG customers, the procurement rate t.or core volumes i§. rate' 
parity, regardless of what point in the generation process the 
gas is being used. We agree with DRA and SoCa,l·_ 

- 11 -
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l 
DGS secondly argues that Section 4S~~ requires 

specification by the UEG utility of the perc~tage of gas purChased 
trom core and noncore portfolios and delive{ed via self
procurement, early enough to allow cogenefators tOo select the same 
option. Otherwise, DGS argues, cogen~tors have no opportunity to 
obtain the parity rates mand.ated. by the statute. OGS also. claims 
that the average self-procurement P, ice should be disclosed, to 
permit parity rates and. tOo avoid ·'egative arbitrage" in avoided 
cost/purchased gas cost prices~ OGs argues that tailure to require 
such notice from the utilities is unlawful not only because of the 
Section 454.4 problem, but b, ause the Co~ssion has tailed to 
consider the anticompetitivdaspects o,t allowing the'utilities to' 

elect procurement optionifs ~n secret," which is required by~, 
supra. . 

ORA favors th 'OEG notice, argu'ing that unless noncore 
c09'enerators. are g~iven ome advance notic,'e of,the: to.tal- trEe;. _ 
procurement package,,- ey may well not be able -to match 'the TJEe;. 
cost ef gas.. ORA.,re, mmends that at a minimum, notice should be 

given at the time t T1EG customers change their procurement 
options. Rather tb&n require lengthy advance, notice, which would I 

not allow OEG cus ~mers to respond' ~ickly to changing market 
conditions, perha s the-Commission could. build a laq into the 
avoided gas cost used to set QF payments. But ORA. does not
advoCate decidi 9, this question now; rather, there is no· evidence
that a short 1 will hurt, coqeneration customers, especially if 
they fellow ~east cost purchasinq strate9Y-

We ill adopt ORA's recommendation for UEG notice. We 
will modify e decision to require notice to be given tOo 
cogenerators by the UEG utility, immediately after it determines 
its procuredent percentages.,' Such notice -should include the , 
average selfi-proeurel1J.ent price. . - -

, ;jGs finally argues that the gas utilities' expressed 
intention ef treating cogeneration facilities. withstanclby boilers 
as two customers (presumably because such- cu~tomers have ,two:g~s .... 
m.eters) for 'purposes of customer and demand-charges will constitUte 
the imposition ef unj:ust,. unreasonable and discriminatory rates. 
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option. Otherwise, DGS argues, cogenerators have no opportunity to 
obtain the parity rates mandated by the statute. DeS also claims 
that the average selt-procurement price should be disclosed, to 
permit parity rates and to, avoid "negative arbitrage" in ~oided 
cost/purchased gas cost prices. DeS argues that fai~~to require 
such notice trom the utilities is unlawful not only~e:ause of the 
Section 454.4 problem, but because.the commiss~.on as failed to· 
consider the anticompetitive aspects of allowin the utilities to 
elect procureme~t options win sec.ret,w Which~ required by ~, 
supra. / . 

ORA favors the 'O'EG notice, arqulJilg that unless noncore 
coqenerators are given some advance not~e of the total 'O'EG 

procurement package, 'they may well~ nt e' able ,to. match ,the 'O'EG 

cost of gas. 'ORA. recommends that at minimum, notice should be. 

given at the time that O'EG customer change their procurement 
options. Rather than require len~y advance notice, which would 
not allow 'C'EG customers to. responA quickly to- changing market 
conditions, perhaps the commfss1hn could' build a lag. into the, 

f . 
avoided gas costs used to set oF payments.. But ORA. does. not 

I . 
advocate deciding this question now: rather, there is no. evidence 
that a short lag 'will hurt c~enerationcustomers, especially if 
they follow a least cost purfhaSingstrateqy. ' . 

We will adopt DRAI s recommendation for UEGnotice. We' 
will mod1fy the decision to reqUire notice to be given to 
,cogenerators by the 'OEG utklity, immediately after it determines' 
its procurement percentag~s. Such notice should include the 
average self-procurement~riee. 

DGS, finally arres that the gas utilities' expressed, 
intention of treating c'r1eneration facilities with'standby boilers, 
as two customers (presUIilably because,such customers have two gas ' 
meters) for purposes 0tcustomer ~d' demand charges will constitute 
the imposition of unjus , unreasonable, and discriminatory rates .... ",: 
This is because "riJn eneral (except for supplemental firing ,in' 
excess of cogeneration/productiOn), only one us~ of the gas would 
ever occur at anyone /time .. " DeS App.. at 9. . 

- l2 -. 
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This is because *(i)n general (except for supplemental firing in 
excess of cogeneration production), only one use of the gas would 
ever occur at anyone time .. * DGS App .. at 9. 

PG&E and DRA disp~te this charge. PG&E ar9Ues that 
cogeneration facilities with separately metere~standby bo.ilers 
involve two sets of customer-related facilitiet' and services,' thus 
two charges are appropriate.. DRA. appears to!~gree, arguing that 
the Commission's adopted rate design, bai)e don a customer's 
assignable system cost responsibility on· per-meter basis, cannot, 
assess system effects of multiple gas u esat a single location. 

Socal and TORN, however, beJ;ieve that DeS' position has 
merit in those cases where the ,stan~~ boiler system only operates 
to the extent that the cogeneratio#,System is not operating~ 

We will adopt the Socal~~position as the more 
equitable one.. We will requireJ:e gas utilities to treat 

~' " . ' 

cogeneration facilities with..stancU:>y: bo.ilers as one eustomer, for 
purposes of assessing customer;?anddemand charges, providinq the 
cogeneration customer has si~edan affidavit to the e!feet'that 

~ " , 

its boiler system only operat~s,when the cogeneration sys~em. is no~ 
• ' .f" ',' .. ' 

operatl.ng. , I ' \' , 
IT' IS ORDERED,a~ Decision (D.' 87-l2-03-9 is modified as <" 

follows: ;;i' ' 
l. The discussiod/entitled *Allocation Factors* beginning onl 

, ;.( 

page a is modified to. r.ead: 
. ,~' 

~1 " , 
*O .. 8~12-009fadopteCl'allocation factors to 
divide nonq8.s costs among, the core',. noncore, 
and wholesale markets'. " We explicitly chose 
relativelyt'flat' factors which tend to, 
spread these costs more evenly over all 
markets. pThese factor~ recognize ,that the . 
current system was))uilt· to serve all' 
customerl,ielasses, and that all ,users should 
contribu,te:to paying for the cur:rentexcess 
capaci t~1 in the system,. ' 

,J ,', " 

As aqeneral proposition, we concluded that 
all present customers, reqardless of the 
services they choose, receive substantial 
benefit' frOllt the fact that a local, 
distribution company'has developed'to the 
extent it has today. The,utilities' , 

- l3 -
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PG&E and ORA dispute this charge. PG&E argues that 
cogeneration facilities with separately metered standby boilers 
involve two sets of customer-related facilities and servo es, thus 
two charges are appropriate. DRA appears to agree~ ar ing that 
the Commission's adopted rate design, based on a cus 
assignable system cost responsibility on a per~met basis, cannot 

ngle location. assess system effects of multiple.gas uses at a 
Socal and TtT.RN ~ however, believe tha 

merit in those cases where the standby boile system only operates 
to the extent that the cogeneration system $ not operating. 

We will adopt the 50Cal/TURN po ition as the more 
equitable one. We will require the gas tilities to treat 
cogeneration facilities with standby ilers as one customer for 
purposes of assessing customer andd and charges, providing the 
cogeneration customer has signed an a~~idavit to the e~!eet that , 
its boiler system only operates wh n the cogeneration system is n.ot :, 
operatinq • 

5oCal'8 Second Petitio for Hoclification. On February 
16, 1988, SoCal filed a second tition for modification of D. 86-
12-009 and D. 87-12-039. asks. us to require that wholesale 
customers obtain gas for thei core customers from the core 
portfolio of their serving u ility. SOCal also requests that 'OEG 
customers be required to pur hase their T'ier I volumes from the 
core portfolio. Socal woul be satisfied· if these re.quirements 
were instituted basis, pending the outcome of 
further hearings to determ ne if they should'be made permanent. 

50Cal _ asserts., 
requirements, tberewill 

absent the imposition of these 
a a iqnifieant, negative impact on 

SoCal's remaining core cu tomers, without any offsetting.benefits 
for wholesale and OEG cu omers.' SoCal notes that wholesale core 
and Tier I 'O'EG requirClDe ts~ in an average year~ approach 3:00-

MMcfd. The addition of is load to-the core portfolio- would allow 
SoCal to include additi al volumes of: discretionary purchases in
the core portfolio. So al asserts that~these-purchases would 
likely be at prices bel w the pre-existing core w.ACOG" and thus 

~ would reduce the core to: the bene:fit o:f a.ll core cu$toll\ers~ 

- 13 -
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structural and contractual relationships 
developed the way they did because the 
utilities procured gas for all customers. 
Moroover, today's low priority customers are 
still deriving benefits from the system, even 
though these benefits may exceed their 
present needs. It logically follows that all 
customers should continue t~ pay the 
unavoidable costs still being ncurred as a 
result of the evolution of utility 
structure, at least during e transition to 
reduction of,' excess capaci t and ' 
configuration of the indu ry such that all 
customers can choose jus hat level of 
service they desire an

7
d ,allocated costs 

accordingly. ' 
, ' 

NNe concluded that N'Uti,avoidable 'comm.on 
costs' associatedw:i,.th the transition to a 
more, competitive ~acet and not directly 
assiqnable to any articular 'customer classN 
should be spread quitably to both 
proeurement and 1!:ransmission-onlyeustomers. 
D.8.6-l2-0l0 at 9'6. One of ' the classes of 
fixed costs to~e treated in this way was 
fixed pipelineldemand,costs, which were , 
incurred to bjing ~as into. the ,system to 
provide basiC',servl.ceand peak reliability. 
We note" in/addi tioD to: the above, that 
eur:renttransmission-only customers may still 
experience/direct benefits ,from the above 
classesoi' costs.. For exalDple,. shoulc!' their 
independehtly-procureC!. gas' supply become' ' 
unavaii-le, they can return to the utility 
for gas ' " ' , ' 

NNe ha' e' been asked,' on 'se~eral occasions 
since 7O .. 86-l2'-009 and D.86-l0-'010 were issued 
to*r ;(..isi t our allocation factors,., and in 
both .0'':87-0'3-044 and 0 .. 8-7-05-046- w, e have 
fi y refused to do so.. For the', reasons. :we 
have set forth above, ,we, reiterate t~ayour ' 
iniention not torevisi~this issue until, as 
s:t,&.ted' :in our' December 1986 deeisions, such 
t~eas the present excess capacity' is 
reduced. * " 

2. 'rhe following new paragraph is inserted after the 
last full paragraph on ,page l03':: 

wwe'will,: however, require'C'EG customers to 
notify their cogeneration customers, 
immediately after they have determined their 

, , 

- 14 -
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procurement packages, of the percentages of 
core, noncore, and self-procurement gas 
which they have included in the package. 
Each time the package changes, the trEe:; 
customer should provide new notice ~ 'l'his. 
notice should include the aVera e selt
procurement price. This meeh -ism will 
assistnoneore cogenerators' matching the 
OEG cost of gas.* 

3. 'l'he following paragraphs e inserted after the 
first full paragraph on page 104: 

4. 

e C4litornia 
Department of Genera Services (the State) 
has raised the probl otthe gas utilities' 
apparent intention 0 treat a cogeneration 
facility with a st dby boiler' as two
customers for tht!. urposes. Of assessing 
separate custome anddemandcharges. ~he 
state arques. ~ ,this treatment iCJllores the 
use diversity tween ,the two facilities; 
that the opera ionot the two facilities is 
inversely comlated,with only one use of 
the gas. system. oecuring at any ,one time 
(with the exception of supplemental firing 
in excess' otj cogenerationp~oduction) • ", 
'We agree ' with, the, State that the more 
equi ta))le 'pproach to: this situation., is to 
tr~at coq4neration facilities with standby 
Do1lers, ~sone customer for purposes of 
assessinc;t· customer and demand charges, 
p~ovidil¥1" the, cogeneration customer has. 
s1gned ~, affidavit to. the, etfeet that 1ts 
boiler $ystem' only operates' when the 
cogeneliation system is not operating,. * 

Sectidn I at the top. of page 110 is. modi~ied as follows: 

t ' ". 
"0.8: 12-009 was clear' inprovid1nCj: that the 
none re .' default "customers would :be.' Obligated 
for Bem.and charges fora one year period. 
The ~em.aining issue is 'whether .:eustomers . 
takinq:; no gas on the. implementation. ciate 
should' also'incur demand c:harqes. for a one
year period based· on historical usage. As 'a 
matter ot policy, we l:>el·ieve that it is., fair 
to excuse customers. not'taking gas on the . 
implementation date tromdemand. charges 
based onhistorieal usage it:· 1). those' 
customers. tall under'a rate schedule which 

- l5 
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.. . 
California Edison, and the municipal utilities, are fully as 
accountable for the efficient discharge of their public service 
responsibilitie$ as is Socal. SDG&E and SCE must justify to this 
commission the reasonableness of their gas purchases, includ'ing the 
purchases of independent supplies to meet core loads. We doubt 
strongly, for example, that SOG&E is ready at this ti,e to rely on 
spot ~as, or eV,en on its own procurement or lOnq~ supplies, 
to meet more than a small portion ot therequireme s of its core 
customers. 'Xhis is especially true given the fa that our 
hearings on the unbundling of storage are stil 
Commission has issued no, decision yet on SOG 's request for 
independent access to a portion of SoCal's torage capacity. In 
addition, the FERC has, yet to take, the n~essary steps which might 
allOW SDG&E access to ,firm interstate p eline capacity. And the 
recent gas curtailments in southern 
evidence of the perils of relying on 

itornia should provide ample 
We 

are certainly concerned that SDG&E nd SCE purchase firm, reliable 
supplies to meet those needs for ich'there is no alternative t~ 
the use of gas, and we will scrut'inize the actions which they take 
toward that goal. We will ,also/review carefully whether SoCal has 
purchased excess core SUPPlies/to IPbackstoplP loads that it is no 
longer obligated to supply, and will not hesitate to refuse to 
recognize such excess costsjn rates. ' . 

Clearly, the SoCacore portfolio is a logical and, 
~onvenient source of dedic!.ted, reliable' qa,S supplies. Especially 
l.n the near term, SDG&E ~d SCE may very well purchase most if not 
all of their 'coreN requt' ements from the SoCal core portfolio. . 
Yet SoCal's core portfolo may not Pe the 2llJ.y. source of reliable 
supplies for these load , and we decline SoCal's request to make it, 

t " , 
the only source by requAatory'fiat. We disaqree with SoCal's 
assertion that its reqJest will-not,decreasecompetition: SC>Cal's 
proposal would preclu~ suppliers other thansoCal from compet~ng 

, ... t . . , 
to provide· firm gas supplies to SDG&E, Lonq Beach, and the electric 
utilities. Rather th~n seeking A regulatory shelter from , 
competition, 
assembling a 

I . ' 
we would preter to. see SoCal-devote- its. energy to 

I ' . 
core portfolio that can compete with other gas 

/ - 15 -
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5. 

does not currently contain a demand charge 
or 2) those customers have not used gas for 
the year prior to the implementation date .. 
CUstomers who do not take gas on~ 
the implementation date of the ~~~rate 
design will not :be subject to' the bigher 
demand charges under that rate de~~;ri, :but 
will only :be sUbj ect to demand cl;v.;.rgEtS under 
applicable rate schedules in e,-(ect prior to 
the implelnentation date." ,; 

on page 116 is modified to read: ' 
'rhe second to last senzenc 1n the first full paragraph. 

"'rherefore, consistent th logical 
interpretation of the stipulation, we.will 
provide that the firs~annual reallocation 
filing,that we will a[low will be PG&E's 
September l~, 1988,,~iling." 

6. 'rne following new/Findings are added" to precede Finding 
1 on page 118: I 

/ 
i. "We concluCled in our December 1986 

decisionsjthat a) all present customers, 
reqardle~s of the services they choose, 
recei ve;Substant;[al benefit from' the 
structut-e and ,function of the local 
distr~ution' company;·.and 1» these 
:benef:itts·extend tO'low priority 
custo'ers,even though they may exceed 
thos¢ ,customers' present needs or ,may 
coniti tute potential future benef:ii.ts .. " 

i'1.. '"tiel further 'concluded that because of 
th4'sebenef'its, all customers should 
cohtinue to'l?ay,tbe unavoida))lecosts 
st/il1 being 1neurred·as a result of the 
erolution' ot. the local, distribution, 
company structure to its present state, 
of excess ca~acity, a.t least until the 
~xcess capac~ty has been redueed and the 
industry re-tor.med sueb. that customers 
may choose and will be allocated, the , 
costs '. of services to match their exact 
needs." 

WWe finally concluded ,that unavoidable 
'common: costs' ,associated, with this 
transition and'not readily assignable.to 
anyqiven customer class, e, .. g." pipeline 
demand charges, should" b.e',spread 

- 16 -
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suppliers for these core loads. Perhaps SOCal should begin by 

reassessing its *must takeN o~ligations which it says so limit its 
flexibility in purchasing core supplies. 

SoCal argues that the smaller the core~~foliO, the 
hi9her the average price charged by its pipeli suppliers and the 
Cjreater the take-or-pay liabilities which th p'ipelines will seek 
to pass throuCjh to, the California utilitie. This is not a new 
problem; it is a concern which we have f ed since wellhead 
deregulation and the increasinCj availab lity of transportation 
allowed the utilities and their custo ers dramatically increased 
flexibility in procuring Cjas supplie. In the past, the utilities, 
including SOCal, have rationalized ower takes of pipeline sales 
gas because the resulting take-or pay liabilities were more than 
offset by the savings in Cjas co Now SoCal apparently feels 
that this is not true for firm;suPPlies, asserting that *there is 
no evidence that [the wholesa and UEGJ customers can obtain 
supplies as firm and stable· price as SoCalCas' core portfolio 
gas at a price much, if any, lower than SoCalGas' core portfolio 
WACOG.* However, if SoCal' core portfolio, including pipeline 
sales 9as, is indeed the mpst economical firm supply available, 
then SoCal Should be confident that the wholesale and UEG customers 
~ elect into SoCal's dbre portfolio.5 

For the above feasons, we will deny SOcal' s proposed 
modification to D. 86-1~-009 and D. 87-12-039. 

S SoCal states that core customers alone may have to bear take
or-pay liabilities accrued: and billed after the May 1,1988, 
implementation date. {We find no support for that statement in 
either D. 8.6-12-009 ~ D. 8.7-12-039. Our current policy, which we 
expect to· coDtinue atter the implementation date, is to treat as 
transition c:os.ts all!take-or-pay liabilities resulting from gas 
purchase contracts or arrangements Which took effect before the 
division of the supply portfolio in D .. 87-12-009 and 010. We have 
no reason to. believe! that California's pipeline suppliers will not 
continue to accrue liabilities under such contracts after May 1, 
1985, nor can we forsee any reason t~ modifyatter that date our 
current pol:icy for the allocation of, transition costs. Transition 
costs are aJ.located to all customer classes on an equal cents per 
therm basis. ' 

- 16, -
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7. 

8. 

equitably to both procurement and 
transmission-only customers." 

N~W orderi,ng Paragraph S is(J.dd to read: 

"Initially, and each time OEG stomers 
change their procurement pac es, they shall 
immecliately notify,their,coq9fi,eration 
customers of the percentage$fo! core, 
noncore, and selt-procurem~t·qas'which they 
have included in the pack«ge. This notice 
should include the aver~eself-procurement 
price." . ~,' 

New Orderi!lg paragra)''h'.~' is' added to read: 

"The gas utilities -'alltreatcoqeneration 
:facilities with sta'hdbyboilers as one 
customer for, purposes of assessing" customer 
and demand chargeS, providing the 
coqeneration ,cusFomerhas siqnedan affidavit 
to. the effect that 'its boiler system. only , 
operates when the coqeneration system is not 
operating .. " I' , 

, t' 

:t'.r' IS FOR'l'HEl{ ORDERED that' the appliC4tions tor rehearing' 
ot D.S7-12-039asmodUied herein'are d.enied ... 

This order is ~t~~ive' today,,: 
Dated ,WAR 0 at san Francisco, California ... 

I 

.I 

I 
/ 
! 

I 
'-' 
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PG&E's Petition for Modification of D. 87-12-039. 

petition raises tour issues, only one ot which we 
this time. 

PG&E's 
at 

PC&E also asks us to clarity our coqe ation rate 
desi~. PG&E cites langua9'e on paqe 102 ot 0 87-12-039 which it 
says implies that the cogeneration class is~o be Wtolded intoN the 
commercial and industrial classes tor rat~desiqn purposes. PG&E· 
says that this is inconsistent With.th~eeiSion's later adoption 
ot Socal's proposal to merge cogener~tion anQ OEG customers into 
one t1EG/C0gen class. PG&E is also U1"1clear on the struetureot the 
Notherwise applieableN transporta~on rate which will be the basis 
for one ot the two bills caleula~d' each month tor cogeneration . 
customers. PG&E appears to ask/us to create a 'noncore 

I 

cogeneration transportation r«teN, set this rate equa'l to the . 
average UEG rate, and use this rate as.the Notherwise applicable' . 
rate. This rate would have/a. structure similar to other industrial 

J 
and 'crEG rates. Finally, ~&E says .that under this interpretation 
the coqeneration shortfal1. will diminish, but not disappear: PG&E 
recommends that 'we establish a traeking account to accumulate the 
shorttall between cost p:ealloeations. '. 

No party tuJ!.l.y supported PG&E's requeste<! clariti.cation. 
SoCal,. for example, bklieves that PG&E's request is. based upon a· 
misunderstanding offhat constitutes the c09'enerator$' 'otherwise 
applicableN rate. SoCal states that the Notherwise applieablew . 

rate is Ntbe indust'rial or commercial transmission. rate which would 
J " 

apply to the cogenerators' heating- or process. needs it he had no , . 
cogeneration equipment. N There is no-: separate noncore c09'eneration 
rate, as. that ra~e has been merged into the rate of the' combined 
UEG/Cog-en class./ There is in . addi tion no~eed' to clarity the 
structure ot ,the Notherwise applicableN rate, as it is just the 
structure of ttf default tariff which would apply to: the customer's 
heating or process usage in .the 'absence. of cogeneration. SOCal 
,I .. .. -

notes that it bas proposed a purely volumetric c09'eneration rate, 
I . . . . 

to,allow the rate to maintain absolute parity with fluctuations in 
I . ' 

the averageutG rate.- Finally, SoCAlteels that the dec1$ion 
I· . 

accurately notes that there will 'be no ""'cogeneration shortt'all"'" SO,' 
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long as the rate for the UEG/Cogen class is less than those for 
other industrial and commercial clasces. Tho ORA concurs with 
SoCal. 

We have reviewed this issue carefully, and have concluded 
that SoCal bas accurately characterized the c~neration rate 
structure which O. 87-12-0~9 established. ~E fundamentally , 
misunderstands what constitutes the "othe ~se applicablew rate. 
In a nutshell, here is how cogeneration ransportation rates will 
be designed and billed: tor cost allo ation and default rate 
calculation purposes, coqenerationt oughput will be merged with 
utG volumes int~ a single OEG/Coge customer class. Then each 
month, the utility will calculate tw~bills for transmission 
service for each cogeneration CU$tomer: one applyinq, the actual 

I. average transportation rate pa~ by UEGcustomers, lagged by 60 

days:, and one applying the itstrial or commercial transportation 
rate which that customer, wou d pay, for heating" or process needs. if 

it had no- coqeneration equiiment (the "otherwise applicable'" rate). 
The customer will pay the J!ower of the two bills. There, is n~ 
"cogeneration shortfall" uhless the "otherwise' applicable'" rate is 

I ' 
less than the OEG rate. f. 87-12-039 needs no further 
clarification on this is~ue. PG&E must re!ile its tariff sheets to 
reflect accurately the eogeneration, rate structure established in 
that order. I . . 

We do concur/With PG&E that it a cogeneration shortfall 
does materialize, the/utility should establish an account to traCk 
the shortfall so that it can be realloeated'in the next cost 
allocation proceedingr ' , 

Hadson's Petition for Modification of D. 87-12-039 .. Hadson 
Gas Systems (Had-SOn)! filed. a' Petition for Modification of D.. 87-12-1' 
039 on February 22,. 1988. In its Petition, Hadson seeks to expand: 

the function of the ~riori ty charqe previously adoptee! by the 
Commission to ratiori capacity on the utilities' systems... Briefly, 
H~dson seeks: to-use/the priority charge t~ allocate interstate 
pipeline capacity ~y using the charge to allocate capacity 
shortages on,eitheri the intrastate or interstate pipeline systems. 

) 
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We note at the outset that the precise /~eration of the 
priority charge mechanism has been deferred t~ he ongoing 
procurement hearings in I. 87-03-057. t reason alone, we 
would decline to undertake such a dramatic xpansion of the 
priority eharge mechanism without the op rtunity t~ o~tain the 
views of other parties. However, care! 1 consideration of the 
Hadson proposal reveals even more dit icult barriers to its 
adoption. 

First, the Federal Ener Regulato~ Commission (FERC) is 
clearly entrusted with the juris iction to regulate the 
transportation of natural gas er interstate pipelines under the 
provisions of Section 1b of e Natural Gas Act (15 U.S.C. §717b). 
The FERe has imposed its own system for regulating the priority of 
gas shipments over intersta the torm of a 'first 
come, first served' policy' FERC's order No. 436, 

(~~~~~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~UY~~W~~~G-
pecontrol, FERC Regulations 
and Preambles ,30,665 a 

While Hadson lithely assumes that ~~e California 
priority charge could e used to, determine. which customer is 
curtailed first in a S ortage ot, interstate capacity (the customer 
paying the lowest cali ornia priority chargeL, suCh a system 
provides no assurance that the next shipper', i:n the FERC's first 
come, first served qu ue will be next in line under the california, 
priority charge syste. We foresee substantial difficulty in 
e~rdinating the two ~riority systems .. , :r~; :r'or instance, shippers 

~xercised th~ir fede~rl priority right. $:.; t, 0 de,liver gas to; ~e 
~nterstate p~peline, ~et were refused delivery in californ~a 
because of the operation of the California, priority charge,. both 
the interstate pipeline and the utility would face a future 
obliqation to delive~ qas without any assurance as'to when such 
delivery would be po~sible depending upon the demand ror 
transportation and the prio~ity charges paid by com~tinq 

I customers. 
Hadson asserts that the key t~making its proposal work 

is the adoption of reasonable balancing provi~>ion$. Yet under the:, 
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example described above, a customer could quickly build up 
substantial balances of undelivered gas. We are not prepared to 
judge that either the interstate pipelines or th~ utilities are 

I . /1. 
capable of managlng such a balanclng arrangement In the face of 
conflicting or incompatible state ana fea~l pipeline priority 
systems. Nor are we inclined t~ preci~ate a legal challenge t~ , 
federal regulation of interstate pipeline capacity allocation 
through the use of our priority c~ge mechanism. Accordingly we 
will decline to adopt Hadson's suggestion • 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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.. . 
IT IS ORDERED that Deeision (D.) 87-12-039 is modified as 

follows: 
1. The diseussion entitled *Alloeation Faetors* beginning on 

page 8 is modified to read: 

*0.86--12-009 adopted allocation factors to 
divide nongas eosts among the core, non~ore~ 
and wholesale m'lrkets. We explicitly,....chose 
relatively 'fla~e' factors which ten~to 
spread these eosts more evenly over all 
markets. These factors recoqniz .. e'that the 
current system. was ):)uilt.to, se~e all 
customer classes, and that alllusers should 
contribute to paying forzecurrent excess 
capacity in the system. 

As a general proposition, we concluded that 
all present customers, ;egardless of the 
services they choose, ~eceive substantial 
):)enefit from the taet ~at a local 
distribution company has developed to the 
extent it has today.! The utilities' 
structural and cont~ctual relationships 
developed the way they did beeausethe 
utilities procured~as for all customers. 
Moreover, today's ~ow priority customers are 
still deriving ):)enefits from the system, even 
though these ben~its may exceed their 
present needs. Itloqically follows that all 
customers should/ continue to pay the 
unavoidable costs still being .incurred as a 
result of the erolution of, the utility 
struct~re, at least durin~ the transition to
reduct loon of excess capacloty and 
configuration of the industry such that all 
customers can ,Choose just what level of 
service they desire and ):)e allocated costs 
accordingly. I . 
WWe concluded that *unavoidable 'common 
costs' associ~ted with the transition to a 
more competi~ive market and not directly 
assignable t~ any particular customer class* 
should ):)e spread equitably to both 
proeurement~nd. transmission-only customers. 
0.86--l2-010 at 96-. One of the classes of 
fixed· costs to be treated in this way was . 
fixed pipel ne demand costs, which' were 
incurred to. brinq . qas into the system to 
provide basic ser..rice and'peak reliability. 
We note, in addition to ,the above, that 
current transmission-only customers may still 
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experience direct benefits from the above 
classes of costs. For example, should their~ 
independently-proeuredgas supply become /' 
unavailable, they ean return to the util~ 
for gas. / 

WWe have been asked on several oecaslons 
since 0.86-12-009 and D.86-10-0l0~ere issued 
to revisit our allocation facto~, and in 
both 0.87-03-044 and 0.87-05-04'6 we have 
firmly refused to do a~. For;lthe reason5 we 
have set forth ~ove, we re:Lterate today our 
intention not to revisit tbis issue until, as 
stated in our December ~9~6 decisions, such 
time as the present exces's capacity is 
reduced. " ,'. I 

2. 'rhe following new':pa:z:aqraph is inserted after the 
last full paragraph on page :l.o:/: ' 

WWe will, howeve~, require 'C'EG customers to' 
notify their eoge eration customers,. ,', 
immediately after they have determined their 
procurement pac ges,·,ot, the percentages of 
core, noncore, and selt-procurementgas 
which they have "inclUded in the paeM.ge. 
Each time the package changes, the', UEG" 
customer should/provide new' notice_ This 
notice should S.nclude the ,avera~e "selt
procurement pr5Jce. Thismeehan.l.sm will 
assist noncore!c0generators in matching,the 
UEG cost of gas." .' 

I 
I 

3. The following paragraphs are inserted after the 
, I 

first full, paragraph on p~ge 10,4: 
\ 

·On another subject, the California 
Department of General Services (the.state) 
has·raised the·problem of.the gas utilities' 
apparent intention to 'treat a cogeneration 
facility with a\standby boiler as two ' 
customers for the purposes of assessing' 
separate eustome~ and demand char9'es. The 
State argues that\ this treatment .l.gtlores the 
use diversity between the two facilities; , 
that the operation \of the two· facilities is 
inversely correlated, with only one use of 
the gas system oceur-inC] at anyone, time , 
(with the exception oZ supplemental firing 
in excess ot cogeneration prcx:luetion).'" 

\ 
- 22 -
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4. 

5. 

*We agree with the state that the more 
equitable approach to this situation is to 
treat cogeneration facilities with standby 
boilers as one customer for purposes of 
assessing customer and demand chargesr, 
providing the cogeneration custome~as 
si~ed an affidavit to the effect - at its 
bOl.ler system only operates whe the 
cogeneration system is not ope ating.* 

section I at the top of p/ 110 is modified as follows: 

*D.86-12-009 was clear ;n providing that the 
noncore default customers would be obligated 
for demand chargesfo:z;{a one year period. 
The remaining issue ~ whether customers 
ta~ing no gas on the'implementation date 
should also incur ~mand charges for a one-
year period' basedfr:' n historical usage. As a 
matter of policy, we believe that it is fair 
to excuse custom rs not taking gas on the 
implementation date from, demand charges 
based on ,hist~:r. cal usage if:. 1) 'those 
customers fall under a rate schedule which 
does not curr tlycontain a demand charge 
or 2) 'those C1Astomers have not used gas for 
the year priot- to the implementation date. 
CUstomers wht$ d9 not take gas on or atter 
the impleme~atl.on date' of the new rate 
design will /not be~hs:c:bj ect to the hi9her 
dexnand charg-es under that rate design,. but 
will only b~ subject to demand charges under 
applicable-&ate schedules in effect prior to 
the implem4ntation d'ate." , 

The second/to last sentence in the first full paragraph 
on page 116- is mOdifrd' to' read:' 

&. 

"Therefore,l consistent with l?C1ical 
interpretation of'the stipulatl.on, we will 
provide that the first annual reallocation 
filing tha~ we will allow will be PG&E's 
september lS, 1988, filing.·, , 

The fOl1oJing new Findings are added'to preced.e Finding I ' 
1 on page 118: I ' 

i. "We cJ~~luded. in our December 1986 ' 
decis:ilons that ,a) all present customers, 
re9ardless'of the' services they choose, , 
receile sUbstantial benefit from the 
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structure and function of ~ local 
distribution company; and/b) these 
benefits extend to low priority 
customers, even though~ey may exceed 
those customers' present needs or may 
constitute potentia~future benefits." 

ii. NWe further concl~d that because of 
these benefits, all customers should 
continue to' pay the unavoidable costs 
still being in rred as a result of the 
evolution of e local distribution 
company stru ure to its present state 
of excess ca acity, at least until the 
excess cap a ity has been reduced and the 
industry r~formed such that customers 
]nay choose/and will be allocated the 
costs of s'ervices to match their exact 
needs." / 

iii. "We finatlY concluded that unavoidable 
'commonEosts' associated with this 
transition and not readily assignal>le to 
any given customer class, e.g., pipeline 
demand charges, should be spread 
equitably to' both, procurement and 
transm~ssion-only' customers." 

1 ' 
7. New orderi,q Paragraph 8 is added to read: 

I 

"Initially, land eacn time OEG customers , 
change their procurement· packages, they shall 
immediately;notify their cogeneration 
customers of the percentages of core, 
noncore, and selt-procurement gas which they 
have included in the 'package. This notice' 
should include the average self-procurement 
price." \ ' 

8. New Ordering Paragraph 9 is added to read: 

"The ~as utiJities shall treat cogeneration 
facil1ties w~ stanClby boilers as one 
customer for purposes of assessing customer 
and demand charges, providing the 
cogeneration Customer hassi911ed an affidavit 
to the effect \that its boiler·system only 
operates. Whenj~e cogeneration system is not 
operating." 

I~ IS FURrHER ORDERED that the applications for rehearing 
0.87-12-039 as modified herein are denied • 
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~ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that socal Gas' &eco~ ~ion tor 
modification of O. 87-12-039, PG&E's petition for modu((cation on 
the issue of cogeneration rates, and Hadson's peti~n for 
modification are denied. PG&E shall file a revi~ default tariff 
for service to coqenerators which reflect the ~rrect 

• 

• 

interpretation of o. 37-l2-039. 
This orde~s gffective today. 
O~ted 0 1988 at sa 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
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